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Summary

Oxides with layered perovskite-like K2NiF4-type structure have attracted significant
attention since the discovery of high temperature superconductivity in La2CuO4+ based
systems. Further investigation of this type of oxides has shown that their mixed ion and
electron conductivity makes them interesting candidates for high temperature applications,
such as cathode material for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) or as membrane material for
gas separation. Besides their electrical features, these oxide materials have to have other
suitable characteristics, such as thermal expansion, chemical stability, etc. Furthermore,
when these materials are exposed to harsh working conditions, i.e., high temperature and
large oxygen potential gradient, it induces cation transport towards the side with higher
partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) which has significant influence on the lifetime of the
material. Cation diffusion may cause kinetic demixing and kinetic decomposition due to
the different diffusivities of different cations, and morphological instability (membrane
walk-out) due to the high diffusivities of the cations. The main topic of this thesis is the
determination of the cation diffusion and degradation phenomena in oxides with K2NiF4type structure (general formula A2BO4), notably lanthanum nickelate, La2NiO4+ (LNO).
Structure and transport properties of the undoped and doped LNO have been the subject of
extensive research. Although cation diffusion is one of the properties of fundamental
interest for the durability of components serving under chemical potential gradients, data
on cation transport and degradation processes is generally scarce, particularly for materials
with K2NiF4-type structure. To date there is no data reported on cation diffusion in LNObased systems.
This thesis comprises studies of A- and B-site cation diffusion in the LNO system, utilising
inter-diffusion, chemical tracer diffusion and solid state reaction (SSR) methods. The study
of the degradation of the LNO membrane under the gradient of pO2 is also included in this
1
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work. Diffusion couples between La2NiO4+ and Nd2NiO4+ and between La2NiO4+ and
La2CuO4+ were used in the inter-diffusion method for the estimation of A- and B-site
inter-diffusion coefficients, respectively. The chemical tracer diffusion method employed
Pr, Nd and Co as impurity tracers for the study of A- and B-site cation diffusion,
respectively. The self-diffusion coefficient of the fastest moving cation was determined by
SSR between the binary oxides NiO and La2O3. The samples were analysed extensively
using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and its additional features (Energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)). Secondary Ion
Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA), X-ray Diffraction
(XRD) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) were the methods of instrumental
analysis used in this work.
The inter-diffusion experiment showed that the A-site cation diffuses mainly through bulk,
while the B-site cation is faster due to enhanced grain boundary diffusion. The diffusion
paths of the A- and B-site cations were visualised by EPMA element mapping of the crosssection of the diffusion couples. The obtained activation energies for diffusion are 275 ±12
kJ/mol for the A-site cation (La) bulk, 450 ±20 kJ/mol for the B-site cation (Ni) bulk, and
125 ±24 kJ/mol for the grain boundary.
The chemical tracer experiment revealed kinetics of diffusion of the Pr, Nd and Co
chemical (impurity) tracers in LNO. By means of analyses of the SIMS data it is shown
that the A-site cation (Pr and Nd) diffuses mainly through bulk, meaning that according to
Harrison’s classification of diffusion kinetics it belongs to the “A”-type, and that the B-site
cation (Co) has enhanced diffusion along grain boundaries and exhibits “B”-type diffusion
kinetics. The average apparent activation energies for the diffusion of chemical (impurity)
tracers are evaluated as 165±15 kJ/mol for Pr and Nd in bulk, 295±15 kJ/mol for Co in
bulk, and 380 ±20 kJ/mol for Co in grain boundaries. The unexpectedly high activation
energy of the fast Co grain boundary diffusion in comparison to bulk is also discussed.
Through the use of inert platinum markers, the SSR confirmed that the fastest moving
cation in LNO is Ni. The growth of the reaction layer between NiO and La2O3 was
parabolic, as given by Wagner’s parabolic rate law. The obtained self-diffusion coefficient
of Ni shows Arrhenius behaviour at higher experimental temperatures (1100-1450 °C),
with activation energy of 243 ±21 kJ/mol. At lower experimental temperatures (950-1100
°C) the self-diffusion coefficient deviates from Arrhenius behaviour by bending downward
2
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and attaining apparently higher activation energies. Some suggestions for this rather
unusual behaviour are given in this thesis. In addition, the measurement shows that the Ni
self-diffusion coefficient at the higher temperatures is independent of the surrounding pO2,
indicating that the thin product layer formed between the NiO and La2O3 reactants cannot
equilibrate fast enough with the surrounding atmosphere at these temperatures.
When an LNO membrane was exposed to a gradient in pO2 for 800 h at 1000 °C, the high
pO2 side of the membrane became decorated by precipitations of NiO. This was expected
because the results from the inter-diffusion, chemical tracer and SSR experiments had
shown that the B-site cation (Ni) exhibited enhanced diffusion over the A-site cation (La).
This decomposition experiment also showed signs of “walk-out” toward the side with
higher pO2. At the membrane’s low pO2 side porosity and etched-away structure
developed, reflecting the loss of material from this side of the membrane.
The different data for cation diffusion in LNO obtained by the above mentioned methods
agrees, showing similar cation diffusion within anticipated uncertainties. Anyhow, LNO
exhibits rather high diffusion values for both A- and B-site cations, even when compared
with the data for cation diffusion of related perovskite compounds. It is demonstrated here
that long-term utilisation in a gradient of pO2 can severely degrade and perhaps eventually
break the membrane due to “walk-out” and decomposition.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Project background
Oxygen is one of the most abundant elements on Earth and the second largest constituent
of air (air = approximately 78% of nitrogen, 21% of oxygen and 0.9% of argon). Besides
its essential importance for life in general, it is of extraordinary importance for
technological applications. A rough estimate of oxygen utilisation is given in Figure 1.1.
As it is obvious from the chart, the largest amount of oxygen is used in the metallurgical
industry, particularly in the steel industry for the removal of impurities. Among its
remaining applications it is important to mention its utilisation in medicine, e.g. in the
treatment of certain chronic pulmonary diseases, in hyperbaric chambers, etc. The
increasing consumption of energy generates great demand to search for new energy
sources. In this case, oxygen plays an important role as the catalyst for partial oxidation of
light hydrocarbons by forming synthesis gas, i.e., through better use of fossil energy
sources. “Better” in this respect means more efficient as well as more climate- and
environment-friendly. All these processes usually require relatively pure oxygen, 95-99%.
To date, the major conventional methods of oxygen production can be classified into two
techniques: cryogenic and non-cryogenic. In the cryogenic technique oxygen is obtained
by fractional distillation from previously purified, compressed and liquefied air. Using this
method oxygen purity can reach 99.9 %. In the non-cryogenic technique oxygen
production is based on the removal of nitrogen and other gaseous impurities by pressure
swing adsorption (PSA) technologies, relying on the use of molecular sieves (zeolites) with
preferential adsorption. Oxygen produced in this way can be >95% pure [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
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Medical applications
~4%
Other
~4%

Metallurgical industry
~ 49 %

Welding and cutting
~6%

Petrochemical industry
~6%
Glass making
~6%

Combustion processes
~ 25 %

Figure 1.1. Estimated utilisation of oxygen [2].

Newly developed techniques for oxygen production use dense ceramic materials
(membranes). The advantage of ceramic membranes is long-term 100% stable selectivity
for certain species, in this case oxygen. In addition, these materials can be utilised at high
temperatures, under harsh chemical and mechanical conditions. Ceramic membranes can
be classified into two categories: pure ionic conducting membranes (IC) and mixed ionic
and electron conducting membranes (MIEC). An example of IC membranes is yttrium
doped (“stabilised”) zirconia (ZrO2, YSZ) which can also be used as an electrolyte in Solid
Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs). An example of a MIEC membrane is La2NiO4+ (LNO), which
is the focus of this work. Besides their application as a separation membrane, MIEC oxides
can also be used as cathodes in SOFCs. Dense oxygen separation membranes rely on the
simultaneous transport of ions and electrons, i.e., oxygen ions and electrons. Mobile
species are defects in the crystalline lattices of the solids – oxygen vacancies or
interstitials, defect electrons and electron holes. It has been suggested that for a ceramic
material to be commercially utilised as an oxygen separation membrane, it should have an
oxygen flux of around 10 ml cm-2 min-1 when operated in the temperature range of 8001000 °C. In addition to the high permeability and preferential selectivity of the material,
the key scientific and technological challenge is its long-term stability (up to 100,000 h) [4,
6, 7, 8, 9].
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Candidate materials for gas separation membranes have been widely investigated because
of their importance in power technologies. The functionality of such membranes in general
arises from their ability to separate oxygen from air and hydrogen from reformed fossil
fuels. The example in Figure 1.2 shows the process of utilisation of an oxygen separation
membrane together with a hydrogen separation membrane in the reactor. The reactor fed
by natural gas (methane, CH4) and air at different sides of the membrane, first oxidises the
methane by the oxygen in an oxygen permeable membrane. Further down the reactor, the
hydrogen from the oxidised methane is extracted through a hydrogen permeable membrane
tube, using the nitrogen left from the first stage as sweep gas. The end products are
hydrogen diluted by nitrogen (a suitable fuel for gas turbines and fuel cells) and CO2. The
following example is where the separation of oxygen from air enables the processing –
partial oxidation – of natural gas into synthesis gas (CO + H2) without introducing nitrogen
from air into the product. This increases the value of synthesis gas for e.g. the FischerTropsch synthesis of methanol, but more importantly facilitates the sequestration of CO2
when fuelling a power plant [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

Figure 1.2. A reactor where an oxygen separation membrane is used for hydrogen production [12].

Inorganic membranes face competition from other membrane types and technologies and
they have their strengths and weaknesses. In the case of oxygen permeable membranes this
technology competes with liquefaction and distillation of air (the cryogenic technique). For
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example, recent modelling of the oxy-fuel process with integrated MIEC membranes
exhibits lower energy losses compared to the separation technology based on cryogenic air
[2]. However, inorganic membranes for oxygen separation are 100% selective and operate
at high temperatures and can thus be closely integrated with other power technology
components (oxidation, heat exchange, turbines and fuel cells). This technology is mature
and close to implementation. The Norwegian oil company Statoil (formerly Statoil and
Norsk Hydro) has taken a strong interest in it, and conducted its own research and
development in cooperation with universities and institutes (University of Oslo (UiO),
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), SINTEF). In the case of
oxygen permeable inorganic membranes, our research group at UiO is currently addressing
problems related to defects and surface kinetics [7, 8, 9, 13, 14].

Figure 1.3. The concepts for CO2 capturing [9].

Furthermore, membranes should be engineered to be productive and to suit different gas
streams, as listed [9]:
•

Post-combustion (CO2/N2 separation)

•

Pre-combustion (H2/CO2 separation)

•

Oxy-fuel combustion (O2/N2 separation)

where the major goal is zero-emission of CO2. Schematic representations of these three
concepts are presented in Figure 1.3. Each concept focuses on membrane design for
specific applications, i.e., polymeric membranes in post-combustion processes, micro8
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porous ceramic membranes in pre-combustion and dense ceramic membranes for oxy-fuel
processes [9].
Advanced Zero Emission Power (AZEP) developed by Norsk Hydro, now Statoil, uses the
above listed concepts, integrating a MIEC membrane with the combustion chamber (Figure
1.4). The ceramic membrane is mounted into the combustion chamber as a CMT (Ceramic
Monolith based Technologies) module (Figure 1.5). Before entering into the MIEC reactor
feed side, the air is compressed and some oxygen is permeated through the membrane
where it encounters a counter flow of natural gas and combustion takes place. During
combustion heat is generated, raising the temperature to the required working level of the
MIEC membrane. After combustion the exhaust gas contains mainly CO2 and water and is
transported through the HRSG (heating recovery steam generator) and then forwarded to
the plants, where the water is condensed and the CO2 can be transported onwards for the
final disposal [8, 9, 15, 16, 17].
MIEC reactor

Figure 1.4. The AZEP (Advanced Zero Emission Power) process [17].

The module stack of the MIEC reactor (Figure 1.5) creates three “zones” – the zone up to
450 °C, the 900-1100 °C zone (combustion zone) and the zone up to 1300 °C. These
“zones” are actually different modules connected into one stack. The middle one, where
oxygen is transported through the oxygen MIEC membrane, is made of the material which
is the topic of this work – lanthanum nickelate, La2NiO4+ [17].
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MIEC module
Sweep gas
H2O + CO2 + O2

Sweep gas
H2O + CO2

Air
(O2 depleted)

Air

400-450 °C

900-950 °C

LTHX module

1050-1000 °C

MIEC module

1250-1300 °C

HTHX module

Figure 1.5. Directions of gaseous species flow in the MIEC module [17]. LTHX-low temperature heat
exchanger, HTHX-high temperature heat exchanger.

1.2 The work in progress
Statoil (formerly Norsk Hydro) has identified and patented LNO as a mixed conductor for
oxygen separation membranes. These membranes can be used to separate O2 from N2 in
air. As such they can be integrated in various schemes for the production of O2 and for
integration in power plants for the utilisation of fossil fuels with CO2 capture (cf. Figure
1.4). The material is permeable to oxygen by way of mixed oxide ion-electron transport.
The oxygen ions are mobile as oxygen interstitials, while the electronic current is conveyed
by electron holes. Both types of defects come about due to the excess of oxygen which the
material possesses due to the tendency of Ni2+ to be partially oxidised to Ni3+. LNO has a
high electronic conductivity and a relatively high – yet rate limiting – oxygen ion
conductivity. It exhibits relatively fast surface kinetics. The chemical expansion due to
oxygen stoichiometry changes is favourably small. The material is now under investigation
world-wide as a membrane material, but also as an electrode for SOFCs, electrolyser cells
(SOECs) and catalysis [16, 18, 19, 20].
However, there are some challenges aimed at improving this material for higher efficiency
in power plant devices as well as in SOFCs and catalysis. Transport properties,
thermodynamic stability, component evaporation, surface kinetics and mechanical
properties are some of the important issues highlighted for possible improvement. As
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obvious for separation membranes, it is desirable to increase the oxygen ion diffusivity and
surface kinetics further in order to increase the overall efficiency of a given membrane area
at a given temperature and gradient. Long-term exposure to thermodynamic potential
gradient – in this case the chemical potential of oxygen – causes important stability issues.
Actually, the lifetime of the membrane is limited by the slow diffusion of cations, which
produces material flow towards the high pO2 side and demixing due to the difference in the
diffusivity of the two cations (Figure 1.6).

O i//

h•
high
pO2

La 3+

low
pO2

Ni 2 +
v

vM

Figure 1.6. LNO membrane exposed to a gradient of pO2, the flux of the mobile species and the shift of
the LNO membrane due to cation diffusion (dash lines represent original position of the membrane).

It is desirable to reduce cation diffusion to prolong membrane life. In general, the above
requires an understanding of thermodynamics and the mobility of defects in the material.
The thermodynamic stability of the compound determines the temperature-pO2-window
the material can operate in and its tolerance to CO2 (forming La2O2CO3) and SO3 (forming
La2(SO4)3), seal and manifold materials, etc. The stability also determines whether or not
demixing will lead to eventual decomposition of the material in the pO2 gradient. Finally,
the volatility of one or more cation components is another indicator of chemical stability. It
is generally desirable to improve overall chemical stability, although this must be judged
based on what reaction products it is measured against. Besides, thermal and chemical
expansion, thermal cyclability, sinterability, toxicity, cost, and recyclability are all further
indicators of the quality of a membrane material [16, 17, 21].
The long-term goal of the current project is to improve the overall performance of the
membrane material with respect to the above parameters. As part of the bigger project, the
work in this thesis is focused on cation diffusion in nominally pure, undoped LNO under a
11
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gradient in pO2. This thesis will provide data on activation energies for diffusion
coefficients of the La and Ni cations. It will also provide insight about the fastest moving
cation, including the effects of microstructure (grain size, density, distribution of cations)
and the micro-structural location of transport paths and rate limitations (bulk, grain
boundaries, surface). The diffusion kinetics for La and Ni cations is also suggested based
on Harrison’s classification [22]. The LNO material was shown to be a material with
relatively high cation diffusion, which should not be neglected as it influences long-term
stability, as shown when an LNO membrane was exposed for an extended period of time to
a gradient in pO2.
As diffusion in general is a rather complex phenomenon, particularly diffusion in solids,
the second chapter of this thesis will deal with the theoretical background of diffusion in
solids. Wagner’s law of parabolic growth and various solutions of Fick’s second law (the
solution for thin-film source and Whipple-Le Claire’s equation) are derived/presented in
this chapter. These mathematical models serve as the theoretical basis for the analysis of
the data obtained by different techniques used for the determination of cation diffusion.
The third chapter will introduce the ternary oxide LNO and its physical-chemical
properties.
The fourth chapter will focus on experimental methods and the presentation of the selected
results obtained by each technique. This work employs some commonly used techniques to
determine cation diffusion: solid state reaction, (chemical) tracer diffusion, and interdiffusion. Depending on the technique, various instrumental methods were used to analyse
the samples, such as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with Energy-dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX) and Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD), Secondary Ion Mass
Spectrometry (SIMS), Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA), X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).
The fifth chapter contains the papers published or under publication:
1. Determination of Inter-Diffusion Coefficients for the A- and B-site in the A2BO4+
(A = La, Nd and B = Ni, Cu) System.
2. Determination of Chemical Tracer Diffusion Coefficients for the La- and Ni-site in
La2NiO4+ Studied by SIMS.
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2+

3. Determination of the Self-Diffusion Coefficient of Ni

in La2NiO4+ by the Solid

State Reaction Method.
4. Kinetic Decomposition of a La2NiO4+ Membrane under an Oxygen Potential
Gradient.
The sixth chapter will summarise the results and tackle some of the unanswered questions.
The final chapter will conclude the Thesis and give some proposals for application of this
material.
As a logical approach to improve LNO properties and stability, the substitution of cations
would certainly be a strategy. Some experiments were performed in this direction by
introducing dopants (Sr and Cu) on La and Ni sites. They are however not included in this
thesis and are still being worked on. The preliminary results of LNO doping showed that
the dopants actually destabilise the material by increasing the cation diffusivity of both
sites.
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2.1 Diffusion in solids
Diffusion in solids describes the way particles (molecules, atoms, ions) move through solid
matter from one point to another. Many chemical reactions also rely on diffusion through
solids. If solid matter has a crystalline structure, diffusion takes place due to the presence
of imperfections in the crystal lattice, i.e., point or higher dimensional defects. Vacancies
and interstitial ions are examples of point defects and example of higher dimensional
defect is dislocation. Solid state diffusion can take place through the material’s volume,
i.e., lattice or bulk diffusion and along line and surface defects, i.e., grain boundaries,
dislocations, etc. Generally, diffusion along line and surface defects, is faster than that
through bulk material and is often called short-circuit diffusion. As both paths (bulk and
diffusion along line defects) contribute during diffusion through solid state, their
contribution ratio depends on many factors, such as: temperature, partial pressures or
activities of constituents of compounds, microstructure, grain size, porosity, etc.
The following terms can be found in literature to describe diffusion and diffusioncontrolled reactions or processes under different experimental conditions: self-, tracer and
inter-diffusion of atoms and ions, diffusion of defects, chemical diffusion, ambipolar
diffusion, etc. It is therefore important to present the diffusion mechanisms before any
further discussion of diffusion in solids. Different types of defects result in different
mechanisms of diffusion. The following diffusion mechanisms can be distinguished
(Figure 2.1) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
•

Ring mechanism

•

Vacancy mechanism
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•

Divacancy mechanism

•

Interstitial mechanism

•

Interstitialcy mechanism

•

Crowdion
3
2

1
5

4

Figure 2.1. The schematics of principal diffusion mechanisms: 1. ring mechanism, 2. vacancy
mechanism, 3. interstitial mechanism, 4. interstitialcy mechanism, 5. crowdion.

Ring mechanism involves a rotation of 3 (or more) atoms as a group by one atom distance.
This mechanism has been proposed for diffusion in metals, but because of its complexity
due to collective atomic motion, this mechanism is improbable in oxides. The ring
mechanism does not involve lattice defects and cannot satisfactorily explain observations
on different rates of self-diffusion of atoms, so this approach to diffusion mechanisms has
been abandoned for cases relevant to this thesis [1].
The vacancy mechanism involves an atom jumping from its normal lattice position into an
adjacent unoccupied lattice position (vacancy). Atoms move through a lattice by a series of
exchanges with vacancies that are in its vicinity. In thermal equilibrium, the site fraction of
vacancies in a mono-atomic crystal lattice is given by the following equation [1]

Cveq = exp(−
2.1
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where ΔGv ° is the Gibbs free energy of vacancy formation, ΔS v ° is the formation
entropy, ΔH v ° is the formation enthalpy, T is the absolute temperature and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. Eq. 2.2 below, gives the exchange jump rate  of vacancy-mediated
jump of a matrix atom to a particular neighbouring site [1]

 = vCveq = °exp(

ΔS v ° + ΔS m, v
kB

)exp(−

ΔH v ° + ΔH m, v
kBT

)

2.2

where V is the exchange rate between an atom and a vacancy, ° is the pertinent attempt
frequency, and ΔH m, v and ΔS m, v are the enthalpy and entropy of vacancy migration,
respectively. By inserting a lattice parameter (a) and geometry factor () into Eq. 2.2 one
can obtain the equation for the diffusivity of vacancies [1]

Dv = a 2°exp(

ΔS v ° + ΔSm, v
kB

)exp(−

ΔH v ° + ΔH m, v
kBT

)

2.3

The vacancy diffusion coefficient (Dv) is related to the self-diffusion coefficient of atoms
(Da) through the following relation
Da N a = Dv C v

2.4

where Na is the fraction of sites occupied by atoms, normally approximated to be 1. Eq. 2.4
can be generalised as DaNa=DdCd and with good approximation used for any type of
defects d.
As the vacancy mechanism is the dominant mechanism of self-diffusion in a number of
ionic crystal and ceramic materials, particularly for cations, this transport via vacancies is
supposed to be the main mechanism for cation diffusion in the subject material of this
thesis, La2NiO4+ (LNO). The above equations are, as already mentioned, given for the
simplest example of mono-atomic crystal lattice and as such is not valid for the case of
LNO. The appropriate diffusion coefficient for the LNO system is derived, with regard to
its dominating defect structure (oxygen interstitials and electron holes) and can be written
as
S S ° 4ΔSAF° 4ΔSOx°
H H ° 4ΔHAF° 4ΔHOx°
29
DNi = 167 9 a2pO2 exp( m + S −
+
−
)exp(− m − S +
) 2.5
3R
3R
9R
3RT
9RT
R
RT 3RT
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where Sm and Hm are the entropy and enthalpy of migration of Ni vacancies and SS°,
SAF° and SOx° are the standard entropies and HS°, HAF° and HOx° the standard
enthalpies of formation of Schottky defects, anti-Frenkel defects, and oxygen interstitials
and electron holes, respectively, and R is the gas constant (a detailed derivation of the
expression is presented in Appendix I).
At this point one may add that beside “simple” vacancy mechanisms (i.e., direct jump to
the neighbouring vacancy), in their atomistic calculation on migration paths of cation
defects in LaMnO3 (ABO3 perovskite) De Souza et al. [7] suggested a more complex
mechanism. They calculated that the most favourable diffusion path of Mn is curved and
goes through an La vacant site, i.e., the A-site vacancy facilitates the diffusion of B-site
cations.
The divacancy mechanism comes into play when two monovacancies agglomerate in a
cluster and diffusion occurs via exchange with these aggregates. It is important to
emphasise that the concentration of divacancies rises significantly at high temperatures (at
temperatures below 2/3 of the melting point, diffusion via monovacancies is dominant, as
explained above).
When the considerably smaller solute atoms are incorporated in the interstitial positions of
the host solvent lattice it forms an interstitial solid solution. If these solute atoms jump
from their initial interstitial sites to neighbouring interstitial positions, they diffuse by an
interstitial mechanism. In this mechanism, the interstitial moves from its equilibrium
position to the saddle-point configuration (considerable lattice distortion) and then returns
to the equilibrium position on the neighbouring interstitial site. This mechanism is also
called direct interstitial mechanism, as it is conceptually the simplest mechanism of
diffusion. The diffusion coefficient of particles diffusing by this mechanism tends to be
quite high. This mechanism is significant for the diffusion of light solute atoms, e.g. H, C,
N and O in metals and other materials. In LNO oxygen diffuses via an interstitial
mechanism [8, 9].
The interstitialcy mechanism occurs when an interstitial atom is almost equal in size to the
lattice atoms and the distortion of the lattice becomes too large to make the interstitial
mechanism probable. This mechanism is a collective mechanism, as at least two atoms are
moving simultaneously. One variant of the interstitialcy mechanism is the crowdion. The
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crowdion mechanism postulates that an extra atom lines up with other atoms and displaces
several of them from their equilibrium positions along the line.
The mathematical treatment and the conditions for the general and special cases of cation
diffusion phenomena in LNO are given in further text.

2.2 Fick’s laws
The mathematical relationships which relate the diffusion rate with the concentration
gradient required for the net mass transport are normally referred to as the laws of
diffusion. The laws of diffusion are empirical, describing the phenomenology of the
physical effect of diffusion. Adolf Fick was the first who recognized the analogy between
the transfer of heat (discovered earlier by Jean Baptiste Fourier) and random molecular
motions. He was the first to give the quantitative basis of diffusion, by adopting the
mathematical equation of heat transfer. Therefore, the mathematical theory of diffusion in
isotropic substances is based on the hypothesis that the rate of transfer of diffusion
substances through unit area of a section is proportional to the concentration gradient
measured normal to the section [10]. This is one way of interpreting Fick’s first law of
diffusion and flux in one dimension (x) can be represented thus:
j = −D

∂C
∂x

2.6

or as a general formula in three dimensions
&
j = − D∇C

2.7

&
where j and j are the flux density of particles, i.e., the rate of transfer per unit area of

section, D is a proportionality factor known as diffusion coefficient, C/x is the
concentration gradient in the x-direction and ∇C is the concentration gradient vector. The
nabla operator ( ∇ ) acts on the scalar concentration field C(x, y, z, t) and produces the
concentration gradient field ∇C [1]. The negative sign in Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 is due to the
opposite direction of diffusion to that of increasing concentration, i.e., diffusion occurs
“downhill” from high to low concentration. Eq. 2.6 is applicable for isotropic materials but
in general constitutes an approximation in the case of anisotropic materials in which the
diffusion properties depend on the direction [10, 11, 12].
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2.2.1 Fick’s second law
When the fundamental differential equation of diffusion is derived from Eq. 2.6 for an
isotropic medium and D is independent of C, one can write the equation for Fick’s second
law, also called the linear diffusion equation [1, 3, 10]
∂C
∂ 2C
=D 2
∂t
∂x

2.8

Eq. 2.8, represents from a mathematical point of view a second-order partial differential
equation [1, 10]. As Eq. 2.8 represents a general case we can solve it by formulating
boundary (and initial) conditions. The solution of Fick’s second law with thin-film source
has been used for the analysis of the experimental data in some of the papers yet to be
published.
2.2.2 Fick’s second law – solution for thin-film source
The solution of Fick’s second law for a thin-film source is also known as the solution for
instantaneous planar source. This solution is usually used for the determination of
diffusivities by tracer diffusion methods.
When the diffusing substance M is initially deposited at the time t = 0 onto the plane
surface x = 0, the solution of Fick’s second law for thin-film source is

C ( x, t ) =

M
2 Dt

exp( −

x2
)
4 Dt

2.9

where M is the number of diffusing particles per unit area. The quantity 2 Dt represents a
characteristic diffusion length, frequently occurring in diffusion problems, e.g. used for
determination of the type of diffusion kinetics by the Harrison’s classification. This
solution can also be termed as the Gaussian solution.
2.2.3 Limitations of Fick’s law
Fick’s law is ideally valid only for continuous materials and cannot properly handle
discontinuous structures. Some limiting cases for Fick’s law include ordering or clustering
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in solids and relaxation and resonance phenomena directly connected to sensitivity to
atomic jumps [2].

2.3 The various diffusion coefficients
A diffusion coefficient is a quantitative term that describes the rate of the diffusion
process. It can be defined as the rate of transfer of the diffusion substance across unit area
of a section, divided by the space gradient of concentration at the section, with the
restriction to one dimension only [10]. In SI units a diffusion coefficient has the unit of m2
s-1, while in practical cases it is more common to use cm2 s-1. The following is an
elaboration on the different diffusion coefficients [1].
2.3.1 Self- and tracer diffusion coefficient
If the atom A diffuses in a pure solid crystal of the same composition A, under no driving
force (concentration gradient, etc) then this process is called self-diffusion and its measure
is determined by the self-diffusion coefficient [1, 4]. In such case, the atom has the same
random movement probability in any direction. As it is not possible to follow the
movement of one atom inside the crystal, “labelled” atoms – tracers – are used in
experiments, which enable a very good approximation of the self-diffusion. Tracers are
usually isotopes A* of the same elements, radioactive (radio tracers) or not. Typical
experimental setups for tracer (self-diffusion) experiments are given in Figure 2.2.
A*

C*

A*or B*

A

AB
a.

A or AB
b.

c.

Figure 2.2. Various setups for diffusion studies: a. A* tracer (isotope) for determination of selfdiffusion in pure crystal A, b. A* and B* isotope thin-films on AB alloy for determination of selfdiffusion of alloy components, c. C* thin-film on pure component A or alloy AB for determination of
impurity diffusion.

The connection between the tracer and the self-diffusion coefficient is given by

DAA* = f DAA where DAA =

d2
6τ

2.10
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The latter is called the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation, where d is the jump length and τ
is the mean residence time of an atom on a particular site of the crystal at any arbitrary
chosen site and f is the tracer correlation factor, smaller than or equal to unity, which
depends on the mechanism of diffusion and the structure [1]. For cubic structures only, the
factor f is independent of temperature, due to the equal probability of jumps (isotropy)
towards the nearest neighbouring sites [2].
When using a foreign component C* as a tracer, it yields an impurity diffusion coefficient,
C*
which is sometimes referred to as the foreign diffusion coefficient. The
DAorAB

determination of impurity diffusion coefficients is often used as an approximation of selfdiffusion coefficients for safety or economical reasons connected to isotopes.
2.3.2 Chemical diffusion and inter-diffusion coefficients
Diffusion due to a gradient in the chemical composition, i.e., concentration gradient, is
referred to as chemical diffusion or inter-diffusion [1, 2, 13]. Generally, the diffusion flux
is proportional to the gradient of the chemical potential [1] and is proportional to the
concentration gradient only for diluted systems of ideal solutions of neutral non-interacting
particles. As a consequence, one can argue that chemical diffusion is diffusion only in the
gradient of chemical potential in the compounds which deviates from the compounds’
stoichiometric composition (where, as described above, the equalisation of the gradients in
chemical potential and concentration are a rather special case). However, in principle
chemical diffusion and inter-diffusion are used as synonyms in literature [1, 2, 3, 10, 13].
Inter-diffusion was theoretically analysed by Lawrence S. Darken in 1948. In his work he
described inter-diffusion using intrinsic diffusivities in binary substitutional alloys. From a
series of mathematical derivations the following equation for the inter-diffusion coefficient
is given [1]:
~
DDarken = ( N A DB* + N B DA* )

2.11

where DA* and DB* are the intrinsic diffusion coefficients of the components A and B, NA
and NB are the molar fractions of the same components and
(

is the thermodynamic factor

≡ ∂ ln ai / ∂ ln N i , where ai is the thermodynamic activity and Ni the molar fraction of the

component i). The derivations ending with Eq. 2.11 are called the Darken equations or the
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Darken-Dehlinger equations. They are widely used for substitutional binary alloys due to
their simplicity. There are two methods of extracting diffusivities from concentration-depth
profiles: the Boltzmann-Matano method and the related approach proposed by Sauer and
Freise [1, 2, 10]. The Boltzmann-Matano method is applicable for determination of the
~
concentration-dependent diffusivity ( D (C ) ) when the diffusion couple volume is
unchanged during inter-diffusion [1]. A problem with this method is that a special
reference plane, the so called Matano plane, has to be defined accurately, otherwise the
method can induce large diffusion coefficient errors. The Sauer-Freise approach is
applicable when the diffusion couple volume changes during inter-diffusion. In this
method the need for determination of the Matano plane is avoided and the error associated
with it is diminished [1].

2.4 Electrochemical transport and Wagner’s parabolic rate law
In ionic solids such as the oxide dealt with in this thesis, charged particles are
simultaneously exposed to chemical and electrical potential gradients, i.e., electrochemical
potential gradients. This constitutes the foundation for the description of all electrical and
mass transport processes that involve charged species in ionic solids.
2.4.1. Derivation of the general electrochemical transport equations
If the particles i are considered to flow across a plane due to the driving force F, then their
flux density is determined by the product of their volume concentration ci and the average
migration or drift velocity vi
j i = ci vi

2.12

For uncorrelated movements, the migration velocity vi of the particle i is proportional to
the driving force Fi
vi = Bi Fi

2.13

where Bi is the proportionality factor and is defined as the average migration velocity of
the particle per unit driving force. It is referred to as mechanical mobility (Beweglichkeit).
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The driving force Fi is given as the negative value of the potential gradient normal to the
cross-sectional area in the plane
dPi
d
=− i
dx
dx

Fi = −

2.14

where Pi is the potential, here written for uncharged particles equal to the chemical
potential i.
By combining Eqs. 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14, we can write the equation for flux density,
expressed with regard to the chemical potential of the particles i
ji = −ci Bi

d i
dx

2.15

The mechanical mobility of the particles i is connected with the diffusion coefficient (Di)
through the expression
Di = Bi k BT

2.16

By combining Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16, the expression for flux density obtains the following
form
ji = −

Di ci d i
kBT dx

2.17

In ionic compounds, chemical and electrical potentials act together and simultaneously
[14] and for the charged particles i, we can write

i

=

where

i

+ z i eϕ

i

is the electrochemical potential,

2.18

i

the chemical potential, zi the number of

charges, e the elementary charge, and ϕ the electrical potential. According to Eq. 2.18, the
electrochemical potential gradient for a one-dimension can be expressed as
d i d i
dϕ
=
+ zi e
dx
dx
dx
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Eq. 2.19 represents the fundamentals for the theory derived by Carl Wagner to describe the
oxidation of metals. It can be used for all transport processes in ionic materials in
electrochemical gradients. By combining Eqs. 2.17 and 2.19 we can obtain the Wagnertype flux expression for the flux density of each particle i [14].
ji = −

Di ci d i
Dc d
dϕ
= − i i ( i + zi e )
kBT dx
kBT dx
dx

2.20

By using the Nernst-Einstein equation [1] conductivity ( ) can substitute diffusivity and an
alternative expression for flux density is obtained
ji = −

d
dϕ
i
( i + zi e )
dx
( z i e) 2 dx

2.21

We can also write the expression for partial current density ii
ii = zi eji = −

d
dϕ
i
( i + zi e )
dx
zi e dx

2.22

If we take the sum of all partial current densities ii-s of all species k, the net current density
in the sample is
itot =  k z k ejk = − k

d
dϕ
k
( k + zk e )
z k e dx
dx

2.23

Using the definitions for total conductivity and for transport number1 (t) we can relate the
electrical potential gradient to the net (total, external) current density, the total
conductivity, the transport number and the chemical potential gradient of all charge
carriers [14]:
i
t d k
dϕ
= − tot −  k k
dx
z k e dx
tot

2.24

If Eq.2.24 is inserted into Eq. 2.20, the following expression for the flux density of
particles i is obtained.

1

Total conductivity:

tot

= k

k

; Transport number:

tk =

k
tot

=

k

k

.
k
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ji = −

Di ci d i
Dc d
i
t d
= − i i ( i − tot − zi ¦ k k )
kBT dx
kBT dx
k z k dx
tot

2.25

It is important to mention here that the net current is zero (itot = 0) for the case of the
reaction product layer growth by the solid state reaction method (SSR), presented in further
text, and Eq. 2.25 becomes
ji = −

t d
Di ci d i
Dc d
= − i i ( i − zi ¦ k k )
kBT dx
kBT dx
k z k dx

2.26

2.4.2 Derivation of the parabolic rate constant for the reaction product
layer growth by the solid state reaction method
When two solid phases A and B are in contact, react and form a new product phase C, this
type of reaction is categorised as a heterogeneous solid state reaction. The A and B phases
may be either compounds or chemical elements. The heterogeneous reactions begin with
nucleation at the reactants contact points followed by further growth of the nucleus. The
driving force for this type of SSRs is the difference in Gibbs energy between the reactants
and the reaction product [15]. The characteristic aspect of the heterogeneous SSRs is the
fact that the reaction layer C actually separates the reactants A and B and that the growth
(the rate of reaction) of the reaction layer C occurs by transport of the reactants through the
product layer [11, 15]. As the reaction layer grows (thickness), the reaction rate decreases
with time. This was explained by Wagner [11, 15, 16] for the high temperature oxidation
of metals and is known as the Wagner oxidation theory or Wagner’s parabolic rate law. In
general, the rate of growth of the thickness of reaction layer C (x) is inversely proportional
to the thickness of reaction layer C:
dx
1
= k p∗
dt
x

2.27

By integrating Eq. 2.11 we obtain the equation for the parabolic rate law
x 2 = 2k p*t + C 0 = k p t + C 0

2.28

where kp is the rate constant and C0 is the integration constant.
We can further derive the relationship between the parabolic rate constant and the selfdiffusion coefficient used in this work for the determination of the fastest moving cation in
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2+

LNO by the SSR method. The fastest moving cation in LNO is Ni , which is determined
by using the inert Pt markers (details in Paper III). For further derivation, the chemical
potential of the ions involved in mass transport in LNO can be expressed as follows:

d

d
d

Ni 2 +

=d

Ni

− 2d

2.29

e-

La 3+

=d

La

− 3d

e-

O2−

=d

O

+ 2d

e-

2.30
2.31

If we insert Eqs. 2.29, 2.30 and 2.31 for chemical potentials into Eq. 2.26, after several
calculation steps we can write the following equations for the flux density of the fastest
moving cation, Ni2+

jNi2+ = −

DNi2+ cNi2+ 1
(d
kBT dx

Ni

− tNi2+ d

Ni

− tLa3+ d

La

+ tO2- d

O

+ 2d e- (tNi2+ + tLa3+ + tO2- + te- −1))

2.32

where the t Ni 2+ + tLa 3+ + tO 2- + te - − 1 term is necessarily equal to zero, since the sum of all
transport numbers is equal to 1. If the transport numbers of Ni, La and O are considered to
be much smaller than 1, then the terms t Ni 2+ dμ Ni , tLa 3+ dμ La and tO 2− dμ O are cancelled and
finally the expression for the flux density of Ni2+ can be expressed as

jNi 2+ = −

DNi 2+ cNi 2+ d Ni
kBT
dx

2.33

we can now integrate Eq. 2.33 by using the chemical potential of Ni at the phase
boundaries between the reaction product layer and the reactants, as the boundary
conditions and the expression obtained is:

jNi 2+

d
1
1 1
=−
cNi 2+ DNi 2+ Ni = −
dx
x kBT
kBT

//
Ni

³c
/
Ni

Ni 2+

DNi 2+ d

Ni

=

1
kr
x

2.34

where kr is the so-called rational reaction rate constant and x is the instantaneous
thickness of the reaction product layer. Eq. 2.35 is used for describing the growth rate of
the ternary compound as
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dΔx
V
V k
= jNi 2+ m Vm = m r
dt
NA
x

2. 35

where Vm is the molar volume as the result of the transport of one equivalent of ions
through the reaction product and NA is Avogadro’s constant. Consequently the parabolic
(reaction) rate constant kp can be expressed as
V
kp = − m
RT

//
Ni

³c

Ni 2+

DNi 2+ d

Ni

2.36

/
Ni

where R is the gas constant obtained through the relation R = NAkB. In Paper III, which
deals with the SSR method, the parabolic rate constant was further derived and integrated
with regard to the activity of La2O3, i.e., the chemical potential of Ni was connected and
expressed through the activity of La2O3. The self-diffusion coefficient is related to the
parabolic rate constant as shown in Eq. 2.36. As the parabolic rate constant can be obtained
experimentally, it is just a matter of mathematical derivation to express and calculate the
self-diffusion coefficient from Eq. 2.36. The SSR method is used in this work to obtain the
parabolic rate constant, and subsequently the self-diffusion coefficient of Ni2+ in LNO was
calculated.
Schmalzried [15] derived these equations for the case of simultaneous and opposite
diffusion of ions which is valid for any diffusion controlled reaction. Wagner’s
contribution is that the parabolic rate constant is expressed in terms of independently
measurable properties and that the transport (diffusion) of the reactants (ions) through the
(reaction) product layer is rate-determining for the overall reaction [10, 15, 16, 17].

2. 5 Whipple-Le Claire’s equation
The mathematics of grain boundary diffusion represents one of the most difficult problems
in the analysis of diffusion in ceramic and other polycrystalline solids. There are several
analytical models dealing with this issue. The simplest analytical model (Fisher’s model)
assumes a grain boundary as a semi-infinite and isotropic slab with uniform width and high
diffusivity embedded in a low-diffusivity semi-infinite perfect crystal (Figure 2.3). Two
physical parameters describe the grain boundary: the grain boundary width w and the grain
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boundary diffusivity DGB. As implied above, the grain boundary diffusivity is usually
much larger than that of bulk (lattice), DGB>>DB [1, 18, 19].

Grain 1
DB

0
Boundary,

Surface

y
Grain 2
DB

w

z
Figure 2.3. The simplest (Fisher’s) model of an isolated grain boundary. DGB is the grain boundary
diffusivity, DB is the bulk diffusivity, w is the grain boundary width and y and z are the coordinates.

As this model represents the simplest one, most of the mathematical treatments of grain
boundary diffusion are based on Fisher’s model [20]. In this model the basic physical
assumptions are: during diffusion, annealing mass transport takes place through the lattice,
i.e., bulk material as well as along grain boundaries. As a consequence of higher diffusivity
along grain boundaries, the diffusant penetrates much deeper along this path than in the
other alternatives (e.g. the lattice). Therefore, based on this, the mathematical derivation of
the diffusion equation follows the next assumptions:
•

Fick’s laws are obeyed in the lattice and the grain boundary diffusions.

•

The diffusion coefficients DB and DGB are isotropic and independent of
concentration, position and time.

•

The diffusant flow is continuous in the lattice and the grain boundary, meaning that
the diffusant concentration and flux are continuous.

•

The diffusant concentration variation in the grain boundary is negligible due to its
small width.

After applying these assumptions, Fisher gave the first approximate mathematical solution
of this problem:
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2 DB ∂cB
∂cB
∂ 2c
= DGB 2B +
∂t
∂z
w ∂y

2.37
y = w/2

Based on this approximate solution given by Fisher, many authors gave analytical
solutions for various boundaries and initial conditions (e.g. Suzuoka, Whipple, Wood, etc).
In this thesis, Le Claire’s analysis (explained in more detail in the papers yet to be
published), was used to interpret tracer diffusion experiments [18, 21]. Le Claire’s analysis
was based on Whipple’s exact solution of wDGB from the penetration depth measurement
using a previously obtained value for the bulk diffusion coefficient, and in literature this is
referred to as Whipple-Le Claire’s equation. The following expressions are conveniently
usable for the evaluation of wDGB, i.e., grain boundary diffusivity

wDGB = 2

DB ∂lnc − 5 3
(− 6 5 ) (0.78) 5 3
t
∂z

2.38

DB ∂lnc − 5 3
(− 6 5 )
t
∂z

2.39

wDGB = 1.322

wDGB = 0.3292

DB ∂logc − 5 3
(− 6 5 )
t
∂z

2.40

where c represents the average concentration in a thin layer perpendicular to the grain
boundary plane and other letters have their usual meanings.

2.6 The Kirkendall effect
The visualisation of diffusion in a binary A-B system can be represented by the respective
intrinsic fluxes jA and jB, with respect to the position of inert markers, positioned along the
anticipated diffusion zone:
jA = − DA

∂C A
∂C B
, jB = − DB
∂x
∂x

2.41

These intrinsic fluxes have opposite directions during diffusion and their sum is equal to
the velocity of the inert markers, originally positioned on the contacting interface before
diffusion:
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v = −(VB j B + VA jA ) = VB ( DB − DA )

∂C B
∂x

2.42

where VA and VB are the partial molar volumes of the A and B components. The inequality
of these fluxes causes net mass transport during inter-diffusion [1] between the two phases.
This mass transport is accompanied by the displacement of the contacting interface (the
Kirkendall plane). When this mass transport is diffusion-controlled the inert markers move
parabolically with respect to time with the following velocity (the Kirkendall velocity):
vK =

dx x K − x 0 x K
=
=
dt
2t
2t

2.43

where xK and x0 (equal to 0) represent the positions of the Kirkendall plane at times t and 0,
respectively. The phenomenon of the migration of the initial diffusion couple contact
interface as the result of the inequality of the diffusion coefficients (DA  DB) is called the
Kirkendall effect [22, 23, 24] (Figure 2.4).
This was first observed by Kirkendall in his experiment with copper and -brass [22, 23],
where it was shown that Zn atoms diffuse faster than Cu, causing the movement of the Mo
wires used as inert markers. Further analysis and generalisation of the Kirkendall effect
was performed by Darken [25, 26].
In his original experiment [22] Kirkendall discovered that the displacement of the original
interface was accompanied by a pore formation, which confirmed his suggestion for a
vacancy diffusion mechanism rather than an exchange mechanism [2]. As the result of
further research on diffusion porosity it was concluded that it was essentially another
phenomenon called the Frenkel effect [24]. Actually, the Kirkendall and Frenkel effects are
competitive phenomena and they originate from different vacancy interactions with
dislocations and micro-cavities, which are respectively responsible for these effects [24].
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a.

c.

b.

d.

NiO

La2NiO4+
Pt inert markers

La2O3

Figure 2.4. Illustration of the Kirkendall effect in a diffusion grown product layer: a. original position
of inert markers (white rectangular) on diffusion couple contact interface, b. position of inert markers
when both components have the same diffusion coefficients (DA = DB) and c. position of inert markers
when diffusion coefficients are unequal (DA  DB). d. SEM micrograph of an actual diffusion grown
product layer experiment and position of inert marker after 386 hours annealing at 1350 °C.

Some new peculiarities of the Kirkendall effect have recently been observed. In thin-films
and nano-materials diffusion actually occurs mainly along free surfaces (the Sub-surface
Kirkendall effect) and grain boundaries (the GB Kirkendall effect) that represent shortcircuit diffusion paths and the sink or source of vacancies and dislocations [24, 27].

2.7 The Harrison’s classification
Ceramics and metals are more abundant as polycrystalline solids than as cases of single
crystal. Many solid state reactions, phase transformations and micro-structural changes in
these polycrystalline materials are generally diffusion-controlled. The structure of these
materials strongly influences diffusion processes. When diffusion occurs, the diffusant tries
to diffuse along the paths with least resistance, which are marked as short-circuiting paths
in polycrystalline solids. These short-circuiting paths may be grain boundaries, dislocations
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and other 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional crystal imperfections. Diffusion is also dependent on the
mis-orientation of grains, meaning the angle of grain boundaries for the short-circuiting
paths.
During diffusion along those paths the diffusant “leaks” through the walls of the
boundaries or other imperfection into the bulk of the crystals. This greatly depends on the
experimental temperature (determining the ratio of short-circuit to bulk diffusivity) and the
annealing time. In this way, the “leakage” determines to what extent diffusion along the
grain boundaries is influenced by bulk and kinetics for the given conditions and subsequent
mathematical analysis. Due to the complexity of this phenomenon it is rarely possible to
decouple diffusion along grain boundaries from bulk (volume) diffusion [18]. Based on the
limiting cases with respect to the extent of the leakage several kinetic regimes can be
recognized in polycrystalline materials. Several authors have dealt with this
phenomenology and some of the most important kinetic models are: Harrison’s model of
parallel grain boundaries, Fisher’s model for an isolated grain boundary, the cubic grain
model of Suzuoka, Levine and MacCullum’s general model of diffusion in isotropic
polycrystal, etc [18, 21, 28]. Harrison classified diffusion kinetics into tree regimes – “A”-,
“B”- and “C”-type kinetics [18, 21, 28]. These kinetics regimes according to Harrison’s
classification have been widely used in practice and they are schematically illustrated in
Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. Schematic illustration of “A”-, “B”- and “C”-type kinetics in polycrystal, according to
Harrison’s model with parallel grain boundaries [17].

The “A”-type kinetics is actually the limiting case when the annealing time is long with
small grain size, which means that the volume diffusion length is much larger than the
grain diameter (d). Based on this condition we can write the following for “A”-type
kinetics
DB t >> d

2.44

In “A”-type kinetics the diffusant is not confined to any grain boundary, but the leakages
from different grain boundaries extensively overlap with each other. During this extensive
leakage from the grain boundaries into the bulk, the diffusant atoms move along numerous
grain boundaries as well as trough the grain bulk. When observed macroscopically the
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diffusion coefficient represents an average of the DB and DGB diffusion coefficients and the
whole system appears to obey Fick’s law for homogeneous systems. In this system
diffusion is described with the effective diffusion coefficient (Deff) and the penetration
depth in this type of kinetics is proportional to

t . The effective diffusion coefficient is an

apparent one and corresponds to all diffusing atoms, irrespective of their migration paths
along the grain boundaries or the bulk crystal. The relation between the grain boundary and
the bulk is given in Hart’s equation [29]:
Deff = gDGB + (1 − g ) DB

2.45

Where g is the fraction of atomic sites in the grain boundaries or dislocations and we can
calculate it by following equation [30]:
g ≈3

w
d

2.46

w and d are the grain boundary width and the grain diameter, respectively. However,
despite extensive work on modelling “A”-type kinetics [31, 32, 33, 34], there is still no
convincing analytical model for this kinetic type [18].
The most commonly observed kinetic regime belongs to “B”-type kinetics. In this kinetic
type diffusion occurs simultaneously along grain boundaries and through the bulk, but
contrary to “A”-type kinetics, diffusion along grain boundaries can be considered isolated.
In addition, the penetration depth of the diffusant is much longer than that of the bulk. The
condition for “B”-type kinetics can be described as:
100 w << DBt <<

d
20

2.47

where all factors have their usual meanings. Opposite to “A”-type kinetics, the effective
diffusion coefficient is not an issue as the diffusing atoms have highly non-uniform
mobility in grain boundaries and bulk. Due to this, diffusion profiles for “B”-type kinetics
usually have two distinct regions – a steeper part close to the interface region,
corresponding to bulk diffusion and a flatter part with low concentration of the diffusant,
corresponding to grain boundary diffusion.
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In “C”-type kinetics the bulk diffusion coefficient is negligibly small (or equal to zero)
when compared to the grain boundary diffusion coefficient so that the bulk diffusion length
is much smaller than that along the grain boundaries. The diffusion is characterised by only
one apparent diffusion coefficient – the grain boundary diffusion coefficient. The condition
for this kinetic type is:
DGBt < w

2.48

“C”-type diffusion kinetics is very rarely obtained under the usual experimental conditions.
In order to observe/obtain this limiting case of diffusion kinetics it is necessary that the
diffusion annealing experiment is conducted at very low temperatures and/or for a very
short annealing time. Only under these conditions is it possible to restrict the diffusion
process along the grain boundaries. The first measuring of “C”-type kinetics was carried
out by Atkinson et al. [35] using an extremely complicated measuring method for
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Ni

diffusion along grain boundaries in NiO at 500 °C.

2.8 Materials in a thermodynamic potential gradient
In many applications oxides are exposed to a thermodynamic potential gradient, which
would lead to material’s inevitable degradation, usually manifested as a local change in
their composition, structure or morphology [36, 37, 38, 39]. The thermodynamic potential
gradient can be a gradient in chemical potential (of one or more elements), temperature,
electrical potential or a pressure [36], which then acts as a driving force, inducing fluxes of
mobile species in the material. The cations are mobile species that cause the following
degradation phenomena [36, 40]:
•

Kinetic demixing

•

Kinetic decomposition

•

Morphological instability

At this point one may emphasise that existing mathematical models [39, 41] for formal
treatment of these phenomena are originally developed for a system where the oxygen
lattice is regarded as immobile. However, LNO – the subject material of this Thesis - is a
well known material for fast oxygen transport. According to [42] the existing mathematical
models can also be applied to such materials and it was indeed applied to the case where
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the material has fast oxygen transport. All in all, if the material has predominant electronic
transport, the same mathematical models can be used for both cases.
The following is an example of a mathematical treatment of kinetic decomposition for a
La2NiO4+ membrane in an oxygen chemical potential gradient. If LNO is exposed to an
oxygen potential gradient (Figure 2.6), the Gibbs-Duhem relation
xLa d

La

+ xNi d

Ni

+ xO d

O

=0

2.49

where xLa, xNi and xO are the molar fractions of La, Ni and O, respectively, states that the
gradient in chemical potential of oxygen induces opposite gradients in the chemical
potentials of the La and Ni cations, These gradients in chemical potentials are the driving
forces for the fluxes of cations toward the side with the higher pO2.
As mentioned above, if two cations have different mobilities, the initially homogeneous
oxide will become inhomogeneous (Figure 2.6). The faster cation, in this case Ni2+, will
move faster towards the higher pO2 side and become enriched on the surface.
Consequently, the lower pO2 side will be enriched with the slower moving La cation.
The cation and vacancies reactions at the surfaces of the oxide cause the kinetic
decomposition (Figure 2.6) [36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
v

μ O(12)

μ O( 22) (> μ O(12) )

jNi 2+
j

La 3+

NiO

La 2 O 3

j

h•

La 2 NiO 4 + 

μO2

ξ
Figure 2.6. The scheme of kinetic decomposition of LNO exposed to an oxygen potential gradient due
to different diffusivities of La and Ni cations. NiO and La2O3 are decomposition products [37].
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The flux equations of the chemical components (cations) are as follows [37]
jNi2+ = −

cNi DNi §
¨∇
RT ©

jLa3+ = −

cLa DLa
RT

NiO

§1
¨ ∇
©2

1
− ∇
2

La2O3

O2

3
− ∇
4

·
¸
¹

2.50

O2

·
¸
¹

2.51

where cNi and cLa are the concentrations of the respective cations, DNi and DLa are their
diffusion coefficients and μ NiO , μ La 2 O 3 and μO 2 are the chemical potentials. Based on the
integrated Gibbs-Duhem equation and taking into consideration the cation fluxes, for
steady state conditions (Eq. 2.53 below), we obtain the equation for the steady state
decomposition (Eq. 2.54 below)

NiO

+

La 2 O 3

≅

La 2 NiO 4

°

2.52

jNi jLa
=
= vS
cNi cLa

2.53

3 DLa
2 DNi
=
ΔμO 2
D
2 + La
DNi
1−

Δμ NiO

2.54

This represents a chemical potential change for the component NiO induced by an oxygen
chemical potential difference. If this 

NiO

surpasses the stability limit of the LNO (Gibbs

energy of formation) the decomposition of the LNO into its components will occur.
Therefore, through


NiO(max)

= −GLa 2 NiO 4 °

2.55

and combining it with Eqs. 2.54, we can calculate the critical oxygen potential difference
across the LNO to initialise the kinetic decomposition

§ pO 2 // ·
¸
ln¨¨
/ ¸
© pO 2 ¹
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DLa
DNi GLa 2 NiO 4 °
=−
×
3 DLa
RT
1−
2 DNi
2+
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pO /2 and pO //2 are oxygen partial pressure at low and high pO2 sides, respectively, of the

LNO membrane. If DNi > 3 2 DLa then NiO will be formed on the side with the higher
oxygen potential, whereas if DNi < 3 2 DLa , then NiO will be formed on the side with the
lower oxygen potential. Consequently, La2O3 will be formed on the corresponding
opposite side [37, 39, 43, 44]. According to literature and the above treatment of kinetic
decomposition example of LNO membrane for oxygen separation, we can conclude that
some of degradation mechanisms will occur in all semiconducting compounds that have
different diffusivities of chemical components (cations) ( DA ≠ DB ), regardless of anionic
transport.
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3. Lanthanum nickelate, La2NiO4+

3.1 Application
The discovery of high temperature superconductivity in La2CuO4+ based systems brought
to attention oxides with a perovskite-like K2NiF4-type layered structure [1]. Since
lanthanum nickelate, La2NiO4+ (LNO) (general formula A2BO4) is the nickel analogue of
the cuprate, the main investigation was focused on its magnetic and electronic properties in
the low temperature region below 150 °C [2]. Further investigation of this family of oxides
showed that their mixed ion electron conductivity actually makes them more interesting for
high temperature applications, such as cathode material for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC)
for the intermediate temperature range, membrane material in processes for oxygen
separation [3-6], and catalytic material for partial oxidation of hydrocarbons [7, 8].
When LNO is utilised as a gas separation membrane it exhibits high oxygen flux [9].
Through the membrane, the oxygen moves via an interstitial mechanism accompanied by
the electron holes in same direction, causing cation migration in the opposite direction –
the focus of this work.

3.2 Structure and defects
Stoichiometric lanthanum nickelate La2NiO4, is the first member of the RuddlesdenPopper series – An+1MnO3n+1 (n=1, 2, 3 …) and a perovskite-related compound with
K2NiF4-type structure [10, 11]. However, the structure of LNO has been the subject of
much debate, as it is dependent on temperature and stoichiometry. It can have large nonstoichiometry with regard to oxygen as interstitial (up to  = 0.25), compensated by
electron holes in the form of Ni3+ [10-15]. Neutron diffraction as the function of
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temperature showed that LNO crystallises in an orthorhombic structure (Fmmm or Bmab)
at low temperatures below 150 °C (Low Temperature Orthorhombic phase, LTO) in the
absence of an oxidizing atmosphere. F4/mmm and I4/mmm tetragonal structures were
observed at high temperatures (High Temperature Tetragonal phase, HTT) in an oxidizing
atmosphere (Figure 3.1) [10-17].

Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the average tetragonal structure of LNO.

The structure of LNO can be seen as alternating perovskite, LaNiO3 and rock salt, LaO
layers along the c-axis, or alternate stacking of La2O2 double layers and NiO2 sheets [16].
Based on the alternate stacking of layers, one can assume that charge is also separated
between these layers (La2O22+/NiO22-), where negatively charged defects are preferentially
accommodated in the La2O22+ layers, while positively charged defects are in the NiO22layers [16]. Oxygen excess (interstitials), as negatively charged defects, are accommodated
in the La2O2 rock salt layers, while the compensating positive electron holes are associated
with a Ni site [18]. The oxygen interstitial crystallographic site in the La2O2 layer
corresponds to a double tetrahedron formed by four apical oxygen ions and four La ions
[11]. This interstitial oxygen stretches the La2O2 layer, additionally straining the already
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1

elongated NiO6 octahedra . This strain can be released by the tilting of the NiO6 octahedra,
consequently leading to lower symmetry (orthorhombic), or by partial oxidation of Ni2+
into Ni3+ [11].
Stoichiometric LNO can be easily oxidised resulting in oxygen over-stoichiometric LNO
(Figures 3.2 and 3.3).
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Figure 3.2. Dependencies of oxygen over-stoichiometry in LNO versus pO2 at different temperatures,
according to [5]

1

Due to the electronic structure of Ni3+ 3d7, the Jahn-Teller effect tends to elongate NiO6 octahedra along the
c axis. In LNO with tetragonal structure distortion may be even more enhanced by the Lewis acid character
of the rare-earth cation (La) in the Ni-Oapical-La dumbbell entity, which induces the shortening of the OapicalLa bond and the elongation of the opposite Ni-Oapical bond [12].
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Figure 3.3. T- diagram of LNO.  denotes the high temperature phase with excess oxygen atoms in a
disordered arrangement; , , , are low temperature phases with ordered oxygen atoms.

We can write the LNO defect structure by the following defect reactions using the Kröger–
Vink notation for the reaction of oxidation (intercalation of oxygen) (Eq. 3.1), the Schottky
disorder (3.2) and the anti-Frenkel defect pairs (3.3)
1
O 2(g) ↔ O i// + 2h •
2

3.1

///
2La XLa + Ni XNi + 4O OX ↔ 2v La
+ v //Ni + 4v •O• + La 2 NiO 4(s)

3.2

O OX + v iX ↔ O i// + v •O•

3.3

where oxygen interstitials and electron holes are the majority defects in LNO and La, Ni
and oxygen vacancies are the minority defects.
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The corresponding simplified version of the total electroneutrality condition for Eqs. 3.1,
3.2 and 3.3, used in the papers for thermodynamic calculations, is
///
2[v •O• ] + [h • ] = 3[v La
] + 2[v //Ni ] + 2[O i// ]

3.4

3.3 The Brouwer diagram and the diagram of the temperature
dependences of defects
Brouwer diagrams are commonly used for schematic representation of defect concentration
behaviour under simplified limiting cases of dominating defects. This means that the
different defects will dominate at different pO2s and temperatures, and defects can be
expressed as a function of the chosen defects, one negative and one positive, i.e., we can
anticipate the defect’s behaviour at different pO2s. The majority defects in LNO are plotted
in the following Brouwer diagram (Figure 3.4). It can be seen how defect concentration in
LNO changes with the change in pO2. The anti-Frenkel defect pairs [16], together with
electron holes, are presented as majority defects. The electroneutrality conditions are
n = 2[v •O• ] for region i, [O i// ] = [v •O• ] for region ii, and 2[O i// ] = p for region iii.
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Figure 3.4. The Brouwer diagram for LNO with anti-Frenkel defect pair and electronic defects [19].
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Defect concentration also depends on temperature. Based on Eqs. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 and the
electroneutrality conditions Eq. 3.4 and the thermodynamics parameters of these defect
reactions, the concentrations of majority and minority defects were expressed through Eqs.
3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 below. The concentration of oxygen interstitials, electron holes,
oxygen and Ni vacancies can be calculated using the standard entropy and enthalpy values
of the respective reactions, from the literature [3, 18, 20]. The calculated concentrations of
oxygen interstitials and electron holes as majority and vacancies of oxygen, Ni and La as
minority defects are presented in Figure 3.5 as a function of temperature.
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where SS°, HS°, SAF°, HAF°, SOx°, HOx° are the standard entropies and enthalpies
of the reaction of creation of cation defects (the Schottky disorder), of the reaction of
creation of oxygen defects (the anti-Frenkel disorder), and of the reaction of intercalation
of oxygen i.e., oxidation, respectively. R and T have their usual meanings. Detailed
derivations of the expressions for the calculation of vacancy concentration can be found in
Appendix I. The concentration of La vacancies does not differ significantly from that of
Ni, except for the simple numerical factor, as displayed in Appendix I. According to the
calculations using Eqs. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, the concentrations of cation defects are in the
ppb range.
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anti-Frenkel disorder and oxidation reaction.

3.3 Transport properties
Intercalation of oxygen into LNO begins with adsorption, charge transfer, and dissociation
of ionised oxygen molecules. The incorporation of the adsorbed oxygen goes through the
reaction Eq. 3.1, creating oxygen interstitials and compensating electron holes.
Through atomistic simulations and experimental studies of single crystal of LNO, Skinner
[21] showed that in LNO oxygen diffuses much faster along the ab-plane than in the cdirection (anisotropic diffusion). Bassat et al. [10] came to the same conclusion for
anisotropic diffusion, as a general case for the ionic transport in LNO. The discovered
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strong anisotropic oxygen diffusion [10] is due to partial charge separation between the
La2O22+ double layers and the NiO22- sheets [16] with a large Coulomb potential. Besides,
this anisotropy increases with temperature [10] as the average size of the perovskite-type
NiO2 sheets decreases with the increasing concentration of oxygen vacancies at higher
temperatures.
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Figure 3.6. Arrhenius plot of oxygen self-diffusion coefficients.

Reported values for the activation energy of oxygen self-diffusion in LNO are in the range
from ~50 to ~100 kJ/mol [7-11, 14, 22]. It is important to mention that for diffusion in the
c-direction the reported activation energy is about four times less than that observed in the
ab-plane [10]. However, we can presume that reported values for the self-diffusion of

oxygen in ceramic polycrystalline samples reflect the average in the ab-plane and the cdirection [22]. At this point we can bring up the contribution of the grain boundaries to the
diffusion of oxygen through polycrystalline LNO, which is particularly important for
diffusion at lower temperatures [10]. It is interesting to note that the activation energy for
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surface exchange (oxygen intercalation) is approximately double that of the oxygen
diffusion [23]. The Arrhenius plot of the reported self-diffusion coefficients of oxygen is
presented in Figure 3.6.
Oxygen diffusion has been extensively studied, but up until now there have been no reports
on cation diffusion in LNO. Work on the determination of the diffusion coefficients of the
cations in LNO is elaborated in detail in the following papers. However, when comparing
oxygen with cation diffusion in LNO, the difference of several orders of magnitude is
evident. Oxide ions are orders of magnitude faster than cations, in accord with their lower
activation energies (reported as 50-100 versus 150-450 kJ/mol [25, 26, 27]). Cations in
LNO will be shown to be faster than in most other perovskite-related oxides.
Besides oxygen ion conduction, LNO is also a p-type electronic conductor, thus exhibiting
mixed oxide ion and electronic conduction. Its electronic conductivity is in the order of
100 S/cm while its oxide ion conductivity is in the order of 0.01 S/cm at 800 °C [9]. The
electrical – dominantly p-type electronic - conductivity is presented in Figure 3.7 [28].
The conductivity curve (Figure 3.7) is at a maximum at ~450 °C. Above this temperature,
the conductivity decreases with the increasing temperature because the concentration of
electron holes decreases. Below this temperature, the conductivity increases as the
temperature increases, since the mobility of holes dominates.
Introducing dopants on the A- and/or B-site in different concentration is one way of trying
to improve the desired transport properties of LNO and at the same time increase the
stability of the material. The substitution of one or both cations in LNO has been
extensively investigated [29-33]. The most commonly chosen substituents are Sr for the Asite and Cu or Co for the B-site. However, investigations showed that oxygen permeation
remains highest for nominally pure LNO [9], and conductivity increases with the Sr
substitution of La, while oxygen permeation decreases due to the decrease in the
concentration of oxygen interstitials. Cu substitution decreases the sintering temperature as
well as oxygen permeation [29], due to a decrease in the concentration of oxygen
interstitials.
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4. Methodology and selected results

During the investigation of cation diffusion in La2NiO4+ (LNO) the experimental work
involved synthesis, fabrication of samples, annealing experiments, and later instrumental
analyses. A wet chemical (citric acid) route was used to synthesise compounds and is
described in more detail in the papers yet to be published. The details of the fabrication of
the samples, including the preparation of powders, pressing tablets, sintering and polishing,
as well as experimental setups are also explained in the papers yet to be published.
The sample analyses involved the use of heavy instrumentation as required by the
experimental techniques, such as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with Energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) for the solid state reaction experiment, Secondary
Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) for the tracer experiment, and Electron Probe Micro
Analysis

(EPMA)

for

the

inter-diffusion

experiment.

Besides

these

“major”

instruments/techniques, some other supplemental techniques were used: for the
determination of the grain size and microstructure of the samples (Electron Backscatter
Diffraction (EBSD)), for compound identification after synthesis (X-ray diffraction
(XRD)) and the determination of composition at the surface after the decomposition
experiment (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)).

4.1 Solid state reaction
In the solid state reaction technique (SSR) for the determination of the self-diffusion
coefficient of the fastest moving species, two sintered polished samples of NiO and La2O3
were pressed together in a spring load (Figure 4.1) and subsequently annealed at different
temperatures for various annealing times. After annealing, the diffusion couples were
mounted in epoxy resin, cut perpendicular to the samples surface, and the thickness of the
reaction product layer was measured.
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Figure 4.1. Diffusion couple between NiO and La2O3, mounted in spring load.

4.1.1

Scanning

electron

microscopy

and

energy-dispersive

X-ray

spectroscopy

Scanning electron microscopy is a type of electron microscopy which uses a high energy
beam (1-30 keV) of electrons in a raster scan1 pattern for scanning the sample surface in
order to obtain its enlarged image [1]. The high energy beam of electrons “lightens” the
surface of the sample and interacts with its atoms which create signals containing
information about surface topography, composition and some other properties, e.g.
electrical conductivity.
When electrons strike the sample surface through the interaction as mentioned above, three
types of signals are produced: X-rays, electrons (secondary and backscattered electrons)
and photons [3]. The main detector system (the Everhart-Thornley detector) picks up the
secondary electrons (SE), then amplifies them and finally converts them into electrical
voltage before sending them to the terminal screen. In this manner SEM can produce
images with very high resolution in a digital format, achieving magnifications of over
100000 ൈs. The principle of SEM imaging is schematically shown in Figure 4.2.

1

A raster scan, or raster scanning, is the rectangular pattern of image capture and reconstruction at the
screen [2].
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Figure 4.2. SEM schematic overview, according to [3]

Backscattered electrons (BSE) are produced by elastic scattering of electrons from the
sample surface [1]. A qualitative image of the distribution of different phases (the chemical
composition) can be obtained by using BSE, as BSE signal intensity is strongly related to
the atomic number (Z) of the given element.
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) used in this work is a Quanta FEG 200, FEI. The
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX or EDS) system is an auxiliary feature of the
SEM instruments and an analytical technique used for semi-quantitative chemical
characterisation of a sample [4, 5]. The SEM is equipped with an Ametek EDAX EDX
system with GENESIS Spectrum Ver. 5.11 software for spectrum collection, peak
identification and quantitative analysis, line scanning, and mapping.
The quantification feature of the EDX system can perform standardless quantification,
quantification using standards or quantification using quantification options based on
sample characteristics. The most commonly used is the standardless quantification,
providing a fast quantification of the analysed sample with automatic background
subtraction, matrix correction, and normalisation to 100% for all of the elements in the
peak identification list. The samples analyses for the quantification of composition in this
work used the standardless quantification.
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The software package of the Quanta FEG 200 microscope also contains XT Docu 3.2
(Build 607), (FEI Company) software. This software has numerous possibilities, such as
the measurement of horizontal, vertical and random distances, calculation of the required
area, etc. The measurement distance feature of this software was used for the determination
of the reaction layer product in the SSR experiment.
Our Quanta FEG 200 also has other features, such as electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD). This feature will be explained in more detail in further text.
4.1.2 Examples and measurement results

After examining the diffusion couples between NiO and La2O3 in SEM typical images
were obtained as shown in Figure 4.3.

a.

b.

Figure 4.3. Typical SEM images of the diffusion couples between NiO (top) and La2O3 (bottom) and
the reaction layer of LNO between them. The Everhart-Thornley for SE (a) and Soli State detector for
BSE (right). High contrast in the BSE image (b) indicates different phases, i.e., different chemical
composition.

The composition of the reaction product was checked (confirmed) by EDX and its
spectrum is shown in Figure 4.4. The single phase product was confirmed. The ratio
between La and Ni determined by the EDX quantification software also verified the
composition of LNO.
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Figure 4.4. EDX spectrum, showing all abundant elements (La, Ni and O) in the LNO reaction
product.

4.2 Chemical tracer diffusion
Using the chemical tracer diffusion technique we can obtain the chemical tracer diffusion
coefficient related to the self-diffusion coefficient through the Einstein-Smoluchowski
relation as explained above (Eq. 2.10). The experimental performance of this technique
involves applying the tracer on the polished surface sintered samples of the examined
material and subsequent annealing at various temperatures for different periods. Annealed
samples were then analysed by means of SIMS for the chemical tracer diffusion depth
(depth profiles). In this work, Pr, Nd and Co were used as chemical tracers rather than
stable or radioactive isotopes of La and Ni considering safety and price.
4.2.1 Secondary ion mass spectrometry

Secondary ion mass spectrometry is an analytical method used for the determination of
elements present in solid materials, particularly on surfaces or thin-films, with sensitivity
in the trace range (ppb level) and high spatial resolution [6, 7, 8]. SIMS uses a focused
primary ion beam for sputtering atoms and a small fraction of ions from the surface, where
only the latter (secondary ions – SI) are analysed by the mass spectrometer. A scheme of
the sputtering process is given in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. The sputtering process scheme, according to [7].

The primary ion beam can have an energy of 0.25 to 30 keV. Most SIMS instruments use
the primary ions of Cs+, O2+, Ar+, Xe+ and Ga+ and recently also the Bi and Au cluster ions
(Aunz+, Binz+) and C60+ [6]. When the primary ions impact the solid material they transfer
their kinetic energy through collision to the atoms of the target and displace them from
their original position. The displaced atoms will eventually collide in a collision cascade
until some of them reach the surface and further eject from the top two or three
monolayers. As mentioned above, most of the emitted particles are neutral, but some of
them are charged (secondary ions). Those emitted (created) secondary ions move scattered
in all directions from the sample surface. They are collected from the sample surface by the
imposed electrical bias of several kV between the sample surface and the extraction
electrode [7]. After extraction, the SI are transported via a series of electrostatic and
magnetic lenses to the mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometers are equipped with either
quadrupole filters or electric and magnetic sector fields. Schematic representation of the
SIMS instrument is given in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. A scheme of the SIMS instrument, according to [8]. Primary high energy ions are produced
in the ion gun (1 or 2) and focused onto the sample surface (3), where sputtering occurs and atoms and
secondary ions are produced. After and during the sputtering SI are collected by ion lenses (5) and
filtered according to atomic mass (6), projected on to an electron multiplier (7 top), a Faraday cup (7
bottom), or to the CCD screen (8).

The quantification process of converting SI intensity into a concentration can be described
with the following equation
iAs = I pY A

A

 A xA

4.1

where iAs is the measured secondary ion intensity, I p is the primary ion intensity (ions/s), Y
is the sputter yield (removed target atoms per incident primary ion), A is the ionisation
probability,

A

is the combined transmission efficiency of the extraction optics, the mass

spectrometer and the detector, A is the isotopic abundance, and xA is the atomic fraction of
element A [6].
Nowadays some SIMS instruments use Time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometers (TOF-SIMS
instruments) which combine high lateral resolution (< 60 nm) with high depth resolution
(<1 nm). The TOF-SIMS technique is widely used for the surface characterisation of solids
[7].
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The SIMS instrument used in this work was CAMECA ims 7f.
4.2.2 Examples and measurement results

After the analyses of a series of annealed samples with the chemical (impurity) tracers of
Pr, Nd and Co, the example of depth profile’s evolution with time is presented in Figure
4.7.
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Figure 4.7. Typical series of depth profiles of Co chemical tracers into LNO. Samples were annealed
for 0, 1, 3, 5 and 10 hours at 1100 °C.

During the sputtering process the primary ion beam erodes and creates a crater at the
surface of the sample. The instrument used to determine the depth profile of the craters was
Dektak 8 stylus. The SEM image and its profile are presented in Figure 4.8 (a and b).
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Figure 4.8. a. SEM image of the crater in the 5% Sr doped LNO with a visible Pr chemical (impurity)
tracer layer and b. its depth profile.

4.3 Inter-diffusion
Chemical diffusion (inter-diffusion) coefficients are obtained by inter-diffusion
measurement. Inter-diffusion was experimentally performed by pressing sintered and
polished samples with spring load into a diffusion couple and subsequently annealing it at
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various temperatures for different annealing times. After annealing, the diffusion couples
were mounted in epoxy resin (Figure 4.9), cut parallel to the direction of diffusion and
analysed by the EPMA instrument.

Sample holder
Label

Diffusion couple
Body of epoxy resin

Figure 4.9. Inter-diffusion couple mounted and cut parallel to the direction of diffusion.

Cation diffusion in undoped and doped LNO was investigated by inter-diffusion couples.
4.3.1 Electron probe micro analysis

The inter-diffusion technique is a direct analytical method used for the determination of the
chemical composition of a small volume of solid material and is a frequently used
technique for the determination of the chemical diffusion (inter-diffusion) coefficient [7,
9]. The ability to determine the chemical composition results from the unique relationship
between the wavelength of the characteristic X-rays () and the atomic number (Z) and it
was first observed by Moseley in 1913. He showed that for K radiation there is a simple
relation given by [7]
Z∝

1


4.2

Based on this relation, the EPMA instrument analyses the wavelengths of X-rays emitted
from the sample after being bombarded by the electron beam. The X-rays’ radiation is
detected and characterised either by means of the Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer
(EDX) or the crystal diffraction spectrometer – Wavelength-dispersive spectrometer
(WDX). The sample chamber, electron gun, magnetic lenses and various detectors are
maintained under high vacuum. Schematic representation of the EPMA instrument is given
in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. EPMA schematic overview, from [10].

The detection limits of the EMPA instrument used in this work, the Cameca SX 100, is
about 10-3 to 10-4 in terms of atomic fractions, depending on the selected elements. For the
analysis of inter-diffusion depth profiles, error functions and the Boltzmann-Matano
method are usually employed [7].
The calibration standards for the examined elements by EPMA, are given in the following
papers yet to be published.
4.3.4 Examples and measurement results

Inter-diffusion couples for the evaluation of cation diffusion in LNO were line scanned in
order to obtain the diffusion profile of the examined cations and mapped in order to
determine the distribution of the corresponding cations (Figure 4.11 and 4.12).
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Figure 4.11. BSE image of the inter-diffusion couples between LNO and La2CuO4+ with the visible
marks after the line scanning.

Figure 4.12. Mapping of the area around the contact surface of the LNO and La2CuO4+ samples,
showing the distribution of Cu ions into the LNO, indicating grain boundary diffusion.

4.4 Complementary techniques
In addition to the main techniques used for SSR – the chemical tracer diffusion and interdiffusion experiments – there were some complementary techniques employed for their
characterisation and surface analysis. The composition of all synthesised compounds used
in this work was examined by means of XRD. Grain size was determined in some of the
samples. For this purpose, the special feature of SEM – EBSD – was used. After the LNO
membrane was exposed to the gradient of pO2 (described in the Paper IV), both surfaces
were examined by means of XPS, in addition to the analyses by SEM, XRD and EPMA.
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4.4.1 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction is an analytical technique that gives information on chemical
composition, crystallographic structure, etc, by observing the intensity of a scattered X-ray
beam after it hits the examined sample surface. The intensity of the scattered X-ray beam is
a function of incident and scattered angle, polarization, and wavelength or energy [11, 12].
When a sample is bombarded with an X-ray, it is diffracted from the arrays of atoms in the
crystal due to Bragg’s law. The diffracted beam is detected and gives characteristic so
called XRD patterns. Based on these patterns it is possible to determine cell parameters.
The XRD instrument used in this work is the Simens D-5000.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the XRD patterns of Nd2NiO4+ and La2CuO4+, used in the
inter-diffusion experiment. Based on these patterns, it can be seen that single phase
products were obtained, as for all other synthesised compounds used in this thesis.
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Figure 4.13. The XRD pattern of Nd2NiO4+.
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Figure 4.14. The XRD pattern of La2CuO4+.

4.4.2 Electron backscatter diffraction

Electron backscatter diffraction is another auxiliary feature of SEM and it is a
characterisation technique that can provide information about individual grain orientations,
local textures, point-to-point orientation correlations, and phase identification and
distribution. EBSD employs the backscatter diffraction of a stationary beam of high energy
electrons from a volume of crystal material approximately 20 nm deep in the specimen to
obtain the so called backscattered Kikuchi (or EBSD) (BKP) patterns [13]. The BKP have
a characteristic regular arrangement of parallel bright bands on a steep continuous
background, as shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15. Backscatter Kikuchi pattern from LNO, after background subtraction.

The quality of the BKP depends largely on the quality of the sample surface, i.e., its
preparation (polishing). The examined samples in this work were polished using a diamond
abrasive down to 1/4 of a micrometer (Struers, DP-spray P, Struers, Denmark). This
Kikuchi pattern is generated on a phosphorus screen and it can be said that it represents the
gnomonic projection of the crystal lattice [13]. In order to detect the bands in the BKP an
image processing algorithm (Hough Transform) is used. The pattern can be indexed by
comparing the angles between the detected bands to the theoretical look-up-table [14]. It
can generate the so called Image Quality (IQ) which gives information on the
microstructure and the Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) which gives information on the grain’s
orientation. IQ and IPF images in Figure 4.16 provide information about the phases, grain
size and grain orientation of the cross-section of the diffusion couple used in the SSR
experiment. Another example in Figure 4.17 is the EBSD micrograph of the polished
surface of the sintered LNO sample. Figure 4.17a shows the grain orientation and 4.17b
shows the grain size distribution of the scanned area. The values obtained by EBSD
scanning were averaged and corrected for flat plane observation multiplying by 1.35.
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NiO

La2NiO4+

La2O3

a.

b.

c.
Figure 4.16. EBSD maps of the NiO and La2O3 diffusion couple cross-section with the reaction product
layer LNO in between; a. is the IQ map of the diffusion couple showing the microstructure, b. is the
combination of the IQ and phase map and c. is the combination of the IQ and IPF maps, showing the
orientation of the grains.
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Figure 4.17. EBSD micrograph of the polished surface of sintered LNO. a. The combination of IQ and
IPF maps, revealing the grain orientation, b. grain size graph showing grain size distribution versus
area fraction, according to the map from a.
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SEM (Quanta FEG 200) used in this investigation is equipped with the EBSD camera CD200 Nordiff and the analysing software is EDAX, Orientation Imaging Microscopy v5
Analysis 5.2.
4.4.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a surface quantitative analysis technique. It provides
atomic and molecular information from the material’s surface, e.g. chemical composition,
valence and atomic bonding. The phenomenon of XPS is based on the photoelectric effect,
meaning that the sample surface is irradiated with X-rays and its energy is directly
transferred to surface atoms which cause the emission of electrons. The emitted electron
energy can later be measured and characterised due to its unique energy value for each
atomic species [15]. XPS measures 1 to 10 nm of the material from the surface. XPS
requires measurement in ultra high vacuum [16].
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Figure 4.18. Survey scan spectrum of the LNO oxygen permeable membrane after exposure to the pO2
gradient for 800 hours at 1000 °C.
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XPS was used in this work to determine the composition on both sides (high and low pO2)
of the LNO membrane after being exposed to a pO2 gradient at 1000 °C for 800 hours. The
survey scan spectrum in Figure 4.18 shows that the membrane starts to walk-out
(decompose) as the high pO2 side of the membrane is enriched with Ni (this will be
explained in more detail in the Paper IV). The instrument used for this analysis is the
Kratos XPS/UPS Axis Ultra DDL.

4.5 Error calculations
Each experimental measurement has uncertainties due to the final precision of the
measurement (e.g. errors due to instrumentation, methodology, the presence of
confounding effects, etc). These uncertainties are determined by the combination of the
represented variables in the demonstrated law. Based on the statistical probability
distribution of the variables it is possible to derive the confidence limits of the
measurement, which describe the region within which the true value of the variable should
be found with a level of certainty [17, 18]. The uncertainties usually have two components,
one related to accuracy and the other an unavoidable random variation that occurs when
performing repeated measurement. As all measurements have uncertainties related to
accuracy in addition to the random variations due to repeated measurement, those two
factors are the bases for further calculation into the uncertainty of the derived quantity. In
statistics uncertainty analysis is called the propagation of errors [19]. In the analysis of
uncertainties numerous techniques can be used to determine the reliability of model
predictions, accounting for various sources of uncertainty in model input and design.
As a general example for the given X = f ( A1 , A2 , A3 ,....) we can write the basic formula
for the absolute error of independent observables for X2
2

2

2

2

p
∂f
∂f
∂f
∂f
X =
⋅ A12 +
⋅ A22 +
⋅ A32 + ... = ¦
⋅ Ai
∂A1
∂A2
∂A3
i =1 ∂Ai
2

4.3

where ∂f ∂Ai represents the partial derivatives of the function X with respect to one of the
variables A which affects this function.
As an experimental example, the error calculation in the SSR experiment is explained in
more depth in further text. In this experiment the sintered and polished samples of La2O3
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and NiO were pressed together into a diffusion couple. During annealing LNO was formed
as a reaction product layer. The diffusion couple is then cut perpendicular to its interfaces
and the reaction product layer thickness was measured (Figure 4.19).
The image cannot be display ed. Your computer may not hav e enough memory to open the image, or the image may hav e been corrupted. Restart y our computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, y ou may hav e to delete the image and then insert it again.

Figure 4.19. Example of measuring the thickness of the reaction product layer after annealing for 120
h at 1350 °C. The white spots are platinum markers.

The thickness of the reaction product layer is used to calculate the parabolic rate constant,
and then the diffusion coefficient of the fastest species can be calculated using the
Wagner’s law of parabolic growth (Eq. 2.28). The thickness of the product layer was
measured at 60-100 locations for each annealing and the average value was used for further
calculation. The uncertainties of the measurements (error bars) were determined by taking
into account the following contributors: the standard deviation ( ) for the mean product
layer thickness, the error of visual determination (V) which depends on the microscope’s
image feature, and the error of magnification (I) of the microscope itself. The y-axis
uncertainties were calculated by the following formula
=

2

+V 2 + I 2

4.4

The standard deviations are based on the fluctuation of the reaction product thickness from
all measurements for each point, respectively. Visual errors are estimations based on the
resolution of the measuring equipment software, depending on the magnification for each
point, respectively. The error of the instrument is given by the manufacturer and is
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maximum 1%. The x-axis error bars represent the uncertainty in the effective time of
annealing (approximately ± 0.2 hours) at the nominal dwell temperature.
By fitting the experimental results of the reaction product layer thickness versus time, the
parabolic rate constant (kp) is obtained as a fit parameter together with its error. This error
is used for further calculation of uncertainties. In this and the following steps, uncertainties
(represented by the corresponding error bars) were calculated as the first partial derivative
of the equation used for the calculation of the respective variable. When kp errors are
calculated they show the usual exponential growth (Figure 4.19). The respective error is
obtained by each subsequent fitting. As mentioned above, this method in statistics is called
the propagation of errors, as each error is adds up in the following fitting step, so the error
increases.
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Figure 4.19. Exponential growth of the calculated errors for the kp versus the inverse temperature for
SSR between La2O3 and NiO.

In the following step, using the values for kp, the diffusion coefficients at corresponding
temperatures were calculated. The uncertainties of the diffusion coefficients were
calculated as the first derivation of their expressions. The activation energy for the
diffusion is obtained from the Arrhenius plots together with its errors. As the activation
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energies are obtained from the slopes of the Arrhenius plot of the self-diffusion coefficient,
the uncertainties of activation energy correspond to the errors of the fit parameters.
However, as the value of D 2 + follows a strict linear dependence, the above mentioned
Ni
uncertainties originate from the errors of the actual values corresponding to the
uncertainties of kp, activation energy (Ea), the standard Gibbs free energy change at the
experimental temperature ( GT ° ).
The calculation of errors in the SSR experiment represents the most complex procedure of
all the experiments conducted in this work. All other experiments have simpler procedures
for error calculation by calculating the first derivation of the applied equations for the
respective techniques.
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Determination of Inter-Diffusion Coefficients for the A- and B-site in the
A2BO4+ (A = La, Nd and B = Ni, Cu) System
Nebojša ebašek, Reidar Haugsrud, Truls Norby
University of Oslo, Department of Chemistry, Centre for Materials Science and Nanotechnology, FERMIO,
Gaustadalleen 21, NO-0349 Oslo, Norway

Abstract
A- and B-site cation diffusion in the La2NiO4+ system was investigated by, respectively,
La2NiO4+-Nd2NiO4+ and La2NiO4+-La2CuO4+ inter-diffusion couples, annealed 100-600
h in ambient air at 950-1300 °C. Concentration profiles of the inter-diffusing cations were
obtained by means of Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA) from cross-sections. These
profiles were fitted to the solution of Fick’s second law for constant source and to
Whipple-Le Claire’s equation from which bulk and grain boundary diffusion coefficients,
respectively, were derived. The diffusivity of A- and B-site cations in the grain interiors
(bulk) are essentially comparable, while grain boundary diffusion of the B-site cations is
enhanced, around 5 orders of magnitude at the investigated temperature range. Element
mapping of the cross-sections of La2NiO4+-La2CuO4+ couples visualises the enhanced
grain boundary diffusion of B-site cations. The activation energies are 275 ±12 kJ/mol for
A-site bulk diffusion, and 450 ±20 and 125 ±24 kJ/mol for B-site bulk and grain boundary
diffusion, respectively, based on the La and Ni profiles in their respective inter-diffusion
couples.
Keywords: Bulk diffusion, Grain boundary diffusion, Cation inter-diffusion, Electron

Probe Micro Analysis.
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1. Introduction
La2NiO4+ (LNO) exhibits mixed oxide ion-electron conduction which makes it attractive
as potential cathode materials for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) for intermediate
temperatures and as membranes for oxygen separation [1].
LNO exhibits high flux when used as an oxygen separation membrane [2]. A number of
studies have been devoted to the transport properties [2-10] and structure [11-20] of
undoped and doped LNO. Above 150 °C, LNO has a tetragonal K2NiF4-type structure with
space group I4/mmm and can be regarded either as alternating perovskite LaNiO3 and rock
salt LaO layers along the c-axis or stacking of La2O2 double layers and NiO2 sheets [21].
The defect structure is predominated by oxygen interstitials, accommodated in the rock-salt
layer, charge compensated by electron holes associated with Ni-sites as Ni3+ [22]. The
oxygen interstitial concentration () can reach values as high as 0.25 in LNO.
The difference in the partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) across the membrane is the driving
force for the diffusion of oxide ions and holes toward the side with lower oxygen chemical
potential (low pO2-side). However, such gradients also act as a driving force for migration
of cations, in the opposite direction toward the higher chemical potential (high pO2-side).
As a result, morphological instability, kinetic demixing, and decomposition can occur [23].
Although cation diffusion of the membrane candidate material thus directly determines the
lifetime of the membrane, data on this property for oxidic materials have so far been
limited. This contribution is part of our efforts to understand and quantify cation diffusion
in LNO systems.
Cation diffusion can be determined by a range of methods, including solid state reaction
(SSR) [24-26], tracer diffusion [27, 28] and inter-diffusion [29]. Previously, we
investigated cation diffusion in LNO by SSR [26], where we determined the apparent selfdiffusion coefficient of Ni2+, and by chemical tracer diffusion, determining the impurity
diffusion coefficient of Pr, Nd and Co in undoped [28] and in doped [30] LNO. Herein we
report inter-diffusion data of coupled samples of La2NiO4+-Nd2NiO4+ and La2NiO4+La2CuO4+ and compare them with our previously reported data on cation diffusion in
LNO. Inter-diffusion data were obtained by analysing diffusion couples after annealing in
air in the temperature range 950-1300 °C by means of Electron Probe Micro Analysis
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(EPMA). The results are analysed according to Fick’s second law and interpreted based on
the material’s crystal structure and point defect structure.

2. Experimental
2.1 Sample preparation

La2NiO4+ was synthesised by spray pyrolysis followed by calcination at 800 °C and ball
milling (CerPoTech, Norway). Nd2NiO4+ (NNO) and La2CuO4+ (LCO) powders were
synthesised in-house through a wet chemical route [31]. High purity powders of Nd2O3
(99.99 %, Unocal Molycorp, USA), Ni(NO3)2 × 6H2O (99.9+% Ni, STREM Chemicals,
USA), La2O3 (99.99 %, Unocal Molycorp, USA) and Cu(NO3)2 × 2.5H2O (99.99+%,
Sigma-Aldrich, USA) were used for synthesis of the respective compounds. To ensure
correct stoichiometry of the Nd, Ni, La and Cu cations, the content of water in the raw
materials was determined by Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) (Perkin Elmer TGA7).
In the first step of the synthesis of NNO and LCO, Nd2O3 or La2O3, respectively, was
dissolved in diluted HNO3 (65%) and then stoichiometric amounts of Ni(NO3)2 × 6H2O or
Cu(NO3)2 × 2.5H2O were added. Citric acid in amounts corresponding to 3 moles per mole
of metal cations was then added to the cation solution. After evaporation of the solvent
(distilled water) and dehydration at 170 °C, a metal-organic xerogel crust was formed. This
was then crushed and burned at 500 °C to remove residual organics. The precursor so
formed was then annealed at 1100 °C for 20 hours. The powders after this calcination were
single phases of NNO and LCO as confirmed by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD).
The synthesised NNO and LCO powders were ball milled for 1 hour in a planetary mill
(agate (SiO2) crucible and balls, Retsch, Germany), before a polyacrylate based binder
(Paraloid B-60 and B-72, Kall-Nor AS, Norway) dissolved in ethyl-acetate was added.
Uniaxial pressing at ~200 MPa in a cylinder 13 mm in diameter yielded green bodies of
LNO and NNO that were sintered at 1350 °C for 4 hours, reaching relative densities for
both materials >95%. The green bodies of LCO were sintered at 1300 °C for 4 hours also
with relative density of >95% as a result. The sintered samples were mounted into a
dissolvable resin (Demotec 33, Demotec, Germany) and polished using diamond abrasive
down to 1/4

m (DP-spray P, Struers, Denmark). Finally, the resin was dissolved in

acetone and samples were joined into inter-diffusion couples.
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2.2 Diffusion experiments and EPMA analysis

Inter-diffusion couples for determination of A-site and B-site diffusion coefficient were
made by facing the polished surfaces of LNO and NNO samples and LNO and LCO
samples, respectively, in a spring loaded sample holder. The LNO-NNO inter-diffusion
couples were annealed for 100-500 hours in the temperature range 1000-1300 °C. LNOLCO inter-diffusion couples were annealed for 250-600 hours in the temperature range
950-1200 °C. All the annealings were conducted in ambient air. After annealing, the
couples were mounted into epoxy resin and cut perpendicular to the sample interface and
polished down to 1/4 m by diamond abrasive. The polished surfaces were then carbon
coated (EMITECH K950X) and the cross-sections were analysed by means of EPMA
(Cameca SX100) with 5 wavelength-dispersive spectrometers utilising 15 kV acceleration
voltage and 20 nA focused electron beam current. Counting time per peak for all elements
was 20 s (and 10 s on each background, on each side of the peak)). The calibration
standards for the relevant elements were in-house synthesised and sintered LaPO4 and
NdPO4, commercial NiO powder sintered by us, and Cu metal. Each inter-diffusion couple
was analysed along 5-10 different lines perpendicular to the phase boundaries, determining
the composition every 1 m. Depending on annealing time and temperature, the analysed
lines were 70-160 m in length divided equally between two phases. The concentration
profiles of La and Nd in the LNO/NNO solid solution were used to estimate A-site
diffusion, and Ni and Cu in LNO/LCO solid solution for the estimation of B-site diffusion.
In addition, cross-sections were also mapped by means of EPMA visualising diffusion
paths into the materials. EPMA settings for the mapping were beam current of 50 nA and a
dwell time of 50 ms.
We emphasise the uncertainties of the measurements arising from sample porosity, the
detection limit of the instrument (~100 ppm), and the low average concentration of
diffusants deep into the sample used to estimate grain boundary enhanced transport.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Microstructure and concentration profiles

Figure 1 shows a backscatter electron micrograph of a polished cross-section of a LCOLNO diffusion couple annealed for 300 h at 1150 °C in air. The phase boundary between
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the two materials disappeared, indicating that materials inter-diffuse into each other and
can be identified only by the difference in microstructure. Porosity on the upper part of the
micrograph represents Kirkendall porosity, observed only in LCO-LNO diffusion couples.
The phase boundary was also disappeared between NNO and LNO phases. In this diffusion
couple the phases can be only differentiated by the original difference in microstructure.

20m
Figure 1. EPMA backscatter electron image of a diffusion couple annealed for 300 h at 1150 °C in air.
The upper phase is LCO and the lower is LNO.

Pore formation, i.e., Kirkendall porosity, is a reliable evidence that the diffusion occurs via
a vacancy mechanism. The formation of pores occurs as a consequence of the vacancy
interaction with micro-cavity sinks in the diffusion zone [32]. Kirkendall porosity can also
act as an inert marker, indicating the fastest moving species in a diffusion couple. On the
other hand, the slowest moving species can be identified in the absence of such porosity
[33], as demonstrated from the A-site diffusion couple in this work. These findings are in
agreement with our results from previous SSR [26] and chemical tracer [28] experiments,
where we observed that the B-site cation has higher effective diffusivity than the A-site.
Figures 2 and 3 represent mapping of the diffusing cations, i.e., Ni and Cu in LCO-LNO
and La and Nd in NNO-LNO diffusion couples, respectively. Inter-diffusion can be clearly
observed in both couples. In the LCO-LNO diffusion couple the bulk diffusion is
predominant close to the phase boundary, and the grain boundary diffusion is clearly
visible in the deeper regions of both materials (Figure 2). However, in the NNO-LNO
diffusion couple, only bulk diffusion was observed (Figure 3). Based on this, one can
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conclude that B-site cation transport (LCO-LNO couples) is enhanced along grain
boundaries, while A-site cation transport (NNO-LNO couples) is dominated by bulk
diffusion [34, 35].

a.

b.

Figure 2. EPMA mapping of a. Ni and b. Cu in LCO-LNO diffusion couple annealed for 300 h at 1150
°C in air. Bright colours represent higher concentration of respective element.

a.

b.

Figure 3. EPMA mapping of a. La and b. Nd in NNO-LNO diffusion couple annealed for 300 h at 1150
°C in air. Bright colours represent higher concentration of respective element.

Typical concentration profiles of Ni and Cu in LCO-LNO, and La and Nd in NNO-LNO
diffusion couples are shown in Figure 4. The concentration profiles from different line
scans at different positions in one diffusion couple overlap each other, showing that the
position of the contact interface between materials could be determined correctly in each
case (defined by 50% concentration). The continuous change in the concentration of the
diffusing cations across the diffusion zone for both diffusion couples, reveals that they
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substitute each other completely. In agreement with this, there is no evidence of an
intermediate phase in Figures 1, 2 or 3.
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Figure 4. Inter-diffusion concentration profiles of a. Ni and Cu obtained in LCO-LNO and b. La and
Nd obtained in NNO-LNO diffusion couples annealed for 500 h at 1100 °C and 171 h at 1200 °C,
respectively, in air.
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The fluxes of the inter-diffusing cations must balance each other, so that the extracted
inter-diffusion coefficients reflect the properties of both cations in the material for which
the profiles are analysed. The extracted inter-diffusion coefficient can thus be referred to as
La/Nd or Ni/Cu diffusion coefficients in LNO/NNO or LNO/LCO solid solution,
respectively. If inter-diffusion is higher in one material of the inter-diffusion couple than in
the other, the phase boundary will move and complicate the analysis. In our study,
however, the concentration cross-over points coincide with the change in microstructure,
indicating that the inter-diffusivities in the two materials are sufficiently equal that the
phase boundary can be taken as stationary.
3.2 Bulk and grain boundary diffusion coefficients

To derive diffusion coefficients from the concentration profiles, one can use the solution of
Fick’s second law for the case of a constant source [36]. The following expression was
used for the estimation of bulk diffusion coefficient
cb ( x) =

c1 − c2
x
+ c2
erfc
2
2 Db t

1

where c1 and c2 are the beginning and ending concentration of the diffusion cations, x is the
distance from the original interface (phase boundary), Db is the bulk inter-diffusion
coefficient, t is the annealing time, and erfc denotes the complementary error function.
To estimate the grain boundary diffusion coefficient Dgb one can use the Whipple-Le
Claire approximate solution for the grain boundary diffusion from constant source [34, 37]

wDgb = 0.3292

Db ∂logc − 5 3
(− 6 5 )
t
∂x

2

where w is the grain boundary width. According to Eq. 2, Dgb can be calculated from the
constant slope in a linear part of a plot of log c versus x6/5 in deeper regions of the depth
profile.
As the concentration of the diffusing cations at any distance from the phase boundary is the
sum of the diffusant concentration in the bulk and along grain boundaries, one can write
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log(c( x)) = log(cb ( x) + cgb ( x))

3

In this work, Eq. 1 was used to determine bulk diffusion coefficient for bulk dominated
kinetics (in LNO/NNO solid solution) (Figure 5a), while Eqs. 1, 2 and 3 were used for the
estimation of bulk and grain boundary diffusion coefficient for kinetics enhanced along
grain boundaries (in LNO/LCO solid solution) (Figure 5b).
Each inter-diffusion coefficient for the A-site cation can be determined from the
concentration profile of La or of Nd for the LNO-NNO couple, and will in the following be
referred to as DLa/Nd and DNd/La, respectively. Similarly, we use DNi/Cu and DCu/Ni for the Bsite inter-diffusion.
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Figure 5. Examples for the determination of a. bulk inter-diffusion coefficient for the diffusion couple
LNO-NNO annealed for 171 hours at 1200 °C; b. the grain boundary inter-diffusion coefficients for
the LCO-LNO diffusion couple, annealed for 500 hours at 1100 °C.

The DLa/Nd and DNi/Cu inter-diffusion coefficients obtained from NNO-LNO and LCO-LNO
diffusion couples are shown in Figure 6a and 6b, respectively. It is evident that the
extracted inter-diffusion coefficients in the respective solid solutions (LNO/LCO and
LNO/NNO) are effectively identical regardless of which of the two inter-diffusing cations
is used in each case. This confirms that the diffusivities of cations in the two phases of
each couple are virtually equal and that the phase boundaries can be taken as stationary.
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Figure 6. Arrhenius plot of comparison between a. bulk inter-diffusion coefficients DLa/Nd and DNd/La
and b. grain boundary, bulk and effective inter-diffusion coefficients DNi/Cu and DCu/Ni obtained from
NNO-LNO and LCO-LNO diffusion couples, respectively, annealed in air.

The inter-diffusion coefficients exhibit Arrhenius behaviour and the ones based on the
concentration profiles of La and Ni may be expressed as
DLa Nd (cm 2 /s) = 10 − 2.1± 0.4 exp( −

275 ± 12kJ/mol
)
RT

4

DNi Cu b (cm2 /s) = 104.5 ± 0.6 exp(−

450 ± 20kJ/mol
)
RT

5

DNi Cu gb (cm2 /s) = 10−1.5± 0.8 exp(−

96

135 ± 20kJ/mol
)
RT
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DNi Cu eff (cm 2 /s) = 10 − 4.9 ± 0.8 exp( −

135 ± 20kJ/mol
)
RT

7

The effective diffusion coefficient (Eq. 7) is related to the bulk and grain boundary
diffusion coefficients by the Hart equation [38]:

Deff = gDgb + (1 − g ) Db

8

where g is given by the volume fraction of grain boundaries in the polycrystal ( g ≈ 3( w d )
) [39]. The calculated effective diffusion coefficient for Ni/Cu, assuming a grain boundary
width (w) of 1 nm and grain size (d) of the order of 10 m, is dominated by the grain
boundary contribution within the present experimental temperature range. The effective
and grain boundary diffusion coefficients thus have very similar activation energies,
whereas the pre-exponential obviously gets a very different value due to the geometrical
operation.
Figure 2a and b visualise the predominance of Ni/Cu diffusion along grain boundaries (in
LNO/LCO solid solution) and negligible Ni/Cu bulk diffusion. This is supported by our
finding of enhanced transport in the grain boundaries for B-site cations from a parallel
experiment with Co chemical tracer in LNO [28].
B-site grain boundary diffusivity in the LNO/LCO diffusion couple is, for the present
experimental temperature range, typically 5 orders of magnitude higher than its bulk
diffusion, and has an activation enthalpy of only about one third of that of bulk diffusion.
There are only limited studies on the relationships between bulk and grain boundary
activation energies, but it is generally expected and observed – as in our case – that
EB>EGB [40].
3.3 Further analysis of the bulk diffusivities of the A- and B-site cations

The relations between the phenomenological self-diffusion coefficient D of an ion and the
random diffusion coefficient Dd of a defect d (e.g. vacancies) of that ion, and their
Arrhenius-type temperature dependencies can generally be expressed by
D = D0exp(−

Ea
H °
H m
H ° + H m
) = [d]Dd = [d]0 exp(− d ) Dm,0exp(−
) = [d]0 Dm,0exp(− d
)
RT
RT
RT
RT

9
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where [d] is the fractional concentration of defects, and the activation energy (Ea)
contains both a defect formation term (Hd°) and defect mobility term (Hm):
ΔEa = ΔH d ° + ΔH m

10

and the pre-exponential term also has two components: D0 = [d]0Dm,0.
The experimentally obtained bulk diffusivities for the A- and B- sites are essentially in the
same range, but the derived activation energy Ea for A-site bulk diffusion is significantly
lower than that of B-site (Figure 7). Accordingly, the pre-exponentials D0 are different by 7
orders of magnitude. A similar behaviour was observed in our parallel experiments with
Nd and Pr chemical tracers for A-site diffusion and Co tracer for B-site diffusion in LNO
[28]. We will in the following analyse this in terms of the pre-exponentials of defect selfdiffusion Dm,0 and concentration [d]0.

Ni effective (SSR)
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Pr bulk (tracer)
Ni bulk (inter diff.)
La bulk (inter diff.)
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-10

-12

-14
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Figure 7. Comparison of bulk inter-diffusion coefficients DLa/Nd and DNi/Cu with the diffusion
coefficients obtained by SSR [26] and chemical tracer techniques [28] in LNO system.
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The pre-exponential of defect diffusion Dm,0 is given by
Dm,0 = a 2 exp(

S m
)
R

11

where a is the distance between two adjacent cation sites and  is a structure-dependent
constant which for vacancy mechanism may be assumed to be unity [41, 42]. Sm is the
activation entropy for the vacancy jump, usually unknown or assumed to be negligibly
small. The vibration attempt frequency  can be estimated via the enthalpy for the defect
migration (Hm) [41, 42]:

=

2
a

H m
M

12

where M is the molar mass. We shall return to actual estimates of Hm and  later, but it is
clear that the pre-exponential of defect diffusion Dm,0 resulting from different activation
energies cannot differ by more than within an order of magnitude, and can as such not
account for the observed 7 orders of magnitude difference in D0.
Next, we therefore consider defect concentrations. All the samples used in this interdiffusion experiment were sintered at temperatures above the experimental window, and it
is possible that defect concentrations are frozen in ([d] = constant) and that the total
observed activation energy Ea contains only the vacancy migration enthalpy Hm.
However, during long-term annealings, particularly at the higher end of the experimental
temperature window, the defect concentrations may be at equilibrium. The latter is likely
to apply to B-site vacancies that may equilibrate through fast B-site transport in grain
boundaries [28]. According to this hypothesis, segregation of B-site cations (possibly
precipitates of a secondary phase) may exist at grain boundaries due to the requirements
that new unit cells should be created (or annihilated) during equilibration of defects. If the
B-site defects reach equilibrium during diffusion couple annealing, the activation energy of
B-site diffusion will be determined not only by the vacancy migration enthalpy, but also by
the vacancy formation enthalpy. This may result in the higher apparent activation energy
for diffusion of B-site cations than for A-site cations, which may have frozen in
concentration of vacancies.
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Under the simplified assumption that oxygen interstitials and electron holes are the major
defects, the minority concentration of Ni vacancies in the bulk material can be shown to
be:
[v //Ni ] = 16 7 9 pO 2 exp(
29

S S ° 4ΔS AF ° 4ΔS Ox °
H S ° 4ΔH AF ° 4ΔH Ox °
)exp( −(
))
−
+
−
+
3R
3R
9R
3RT
3RT
9 RT

13

where SS°, SAF° and SOx° are standard entropies of the reaction of creation of cation
and anion vacancies (Schottky disorder), oxygen defect pairs (anti-Frenkel disorder) and
oxygen interstitials and electron holes (oxidation), respectively. HS°, HAF° and HOx°,
represent the standard enthalpies of the corresponding reactions. Other terms have their
usual meanings. In order now to estimate effective energies and concentrations, we use
values for entropies and enthalpies from literature [1, 3]. The estimate of the formation
enthalpy of Ni vacancies, Hd°, in this way becomes around 350 kJ/mol. It can thus
explain a large part of the high activation energy for bulk diffusion in our LCO-LNO
diffusion couples (450 kJ/mol), leaving – under all the assumptions made – around 100
kJ/mol of activation energy for vacancy defect diffusion. Values for enthalpy of migration
of vacancies from the literature vary over a wide range, as they depend on and increase
with the charge and size of the migrating cation [43-46]. Data for the enthalpy of migration
of divalent cation defects in ternary oxides are rather limited, but it is of interest to note
that De Souza et al. [43] found values from approximately 1.3 to 3.5 eV (~130-350 kJ/mol)
for the enthalpy of migration for divalent cation dopant at the B-site in LaGaO3 by
modelling. The activation energy for the high B-site grain boundary diffusion of 135
kJ/mol is thus in the range expected for vacancy migration. This suggests that the
concentration of B-site vacancies in the grain boundaries is high and constant – perhaps
fixed by lattice mismatch or secondary phase equilibria.
The experimentally observed activation energy Ea for diffusion of the A-site cation has a
comparatively low value of 275 kJ/mol. The work of Smith et al. [29] on inter-diffusion
between LaFeO3 and NdFeO3 report rather high activation energy values for grain
boundary and bulk diffusion (610 and 600 kJ/mol, respectively) in this solid solution. De
Souza et al. [43, 44] works on modelling of cation defects in LaGaO3 and LaMnO3 also
reports high activation energy values (~480 and ~385 kJ/mol, respectively) for diffusion of
A-site cations. Moreover, from what we have seen above, the enthalpy of formation of La
vacancies – similar to that of the Ni vacancies – should be ~350 kJ/mol, and we should
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expect that the activation energy for diffusion of La in the NNO-LNO diffusion couples
should have a value significantly higher when the enthalpy of vacancy diffusion is added.
Consequently, the lower observed activation energy (275 kJ/mol) may reflect frozen in La
vacancies, i.e., that La vacancies did not reach equilibrium in our experimental temperature
range.
If our assumptions above are correct, Ni diffusivity has a pre-exponential containing the
pre-exponential terms of Eq. 13, a number not very different from unity. On the other
hand, La diffusivity should contain instead simply the frozen-in concentration of La
vacancies, which would, for instance, at a freezing-in temperature of 1350 °C come out as
5.9 × 10-13 (from an equation for La vacancies similar to that of Eq. 13 that differs just for
the simple numerical factor). Within the expectancy of all the assumptions made, this
credibly makes account of the observed 7 orders of magnitude in pre-exponentials of the
two cation site diffusion coefficients.
Figure 7 compares data of bulk inter-diffusion obtained in this work with our previous
results from SSR [26] and chemical tracer [28] studies. Considering the different
experimental techniques, the obtained diffusivities are in relatively good agreement with
each other: Effective B-site cation diffusion exhibits generally a higher diffusivity than the
A-site due to the contribution from the faster grain boundary transport.
3.4 Comparison with data from literature on related oxide systems

The Arrhenius plot in Figure 8 shows the data for inter-diffusion coefficients for A- and Bsite cations from this work, together with some previously reported data about cation
diffusion in other similar perovskite systems. To the best of our knowledge there is only
one report about cation diffusion for materials with K2NiF4-type structure up to now.
Palcut et al. [47] reported a single parabolic rate constant (4 × 10-11 cm2/s) for the reaction
at 1300 °C between La2O3 and CoO, forming La2CoO4. It was concluded that it reflects the
diffusion of Co2+ in La2CoO4.
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Figure 8. Values for the inter-diffusion coefficients of La/Nd and Ni/Cu in inter-diffusion couples of
La2NiO4+-related phases used in this study compared with data for cation diffusion coefficients of
various perovskites and perovskite-related materials from the literature.

The data in the literature on cation diffusion in ABO3 systems with A-site rare-earth and Bsite transition metals show that B-site cations exhibit higher diffusivity than those of Asite. One exception to this is LaCrO3 [48] where La has higher diffusivity. However, the Asite diffusivity in the LNO system is rather high even when compared with the relatively
high diffusivities of B-site cations in the other perovskite systems. The same case is with
the B-site diffusivity that is even higher than that of A-site in the LNO system due to grain
boundary contributions. If we also compare the activation energies from this work with the
ones from the literature (Figure 8), it is evident that they also exhibit the similar values to
other perovskite-related materials. Nevertheless, the LNO system investigated in this work,
together with some cobaltite [47], manganite [49] and ferrite [50] perovskites demonstrates
rather high cation diffusivities.
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4. Conclusions
Nd2NiO4+-La2NiO4+ and La2CuO4+-La2NiO4+ diffusion couples were investigated for
cation inter-diffusion in the temperature range 950-1300 °C annealed in air up to 600 h. It
is determined from the concentration profiles that A-site kinetics is dominated by bulk
diffusion, while B-site by enhanced grain boundaries, all in accordance with our previous
results from solid state reaction and chemical tracer experiments. The inter-diffusion
coefficients DLa/Nd and DNi/Cu may be expressed as
DLa Nd (cm 2 /s) = 10 − 2.1± 0.4 exp( −

275 ± 12kJ/mol
)
RT

DNi Cu b (cm2 /s) = 104.5 ± 0.6 exp(−

450 ± 20kJ/mol
)
RT

DNi Cu gb (cm2 /s) = 10−1.5 ± 0.8 exp(−

135 ± 20kJ/mol
)
RT

DNi Cu eff (cm 2 /s) = 10 − 4.9 ± 0.8 exp( −

135 ± 20kJ/mol
)
RT

It is suggested that the higher apparent activation energy of B-site inter-diffusion is due to
the effect of varying defect concentrations for this site, since it can equilibrate via fast
grain boundary diffusion, contrary to the A-site, which may freeze above the experimental
temperature range. The grain boundary diffusion of B-site cations in LNO/LCO solid
solution is around 5 orders of magnitude higher than that of bulk at the temperatures
studied here, contributing to higher effective diffusivity on the B-site than the A-site. All in
all, cation diffusion in the La2NiO4+ system exhibits rather high values when compared
with other perovskite-related materials.
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Abstract

Chemical (impurity) tracer diffusion of Pr, Nd, and Co into polycrystalline La2NiO4+ was
done at 950-1350 °C in air, argon and intermediate pO2 (5.5 × 10-3 atm O2), and diffusion
coefficients extracted from depth profiles determined by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
(SIMS). The Pr and Nd profiles have only one broad region, corresponding to bulk
diffusion, whereas the Co tracer depth profile have two distinct regions with different
slopes, where the outer shallow region represents bulk diffusion and the inner region with
deep penetration depths represents grain boundary diffusion. It is thus concluded that the
diffusivity on the Ni-site is enhanced by grain boundary diffusion. The bulk diffusion was
evaluated using the solution of Fick’s 2nd law for thin-film source, and the grain boundary
diffusion was evaluated according to Whipple-Le Claire’s equation. The average apparent
activation energies for Pr and Nd bulk diffusion are 165±15 kJ/mol, for Co bulk diffusion
295±15 kJ/mol, and for Co grain boundary diffusion 380±20 kJ/mol. Qualitatively, the
diffusivities and activation energies follow levels and trends in agreement with those from
other experimental techniques. The apparent lack of - in fact reverse - correlation between
activation energy and level of diffusivity is discussed in terms of a possibility that the
faster species (Ni) exhibits equilibrium defect concentrations while the slower (La) is in
effect frozen in.
Keywords: La2NiO4+, cation diffusion, bulk diffusion, grain boundary diffusion, SIMS
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1. Introduction
Mixed oxide ion and electron conductors with chemical stability over a wide range of
oxygen partial pressures have technological potential as membranes in separation and
purification of oxygen. When selecting materials for this application, high mixed oxide
ion-electron conductivity is normally given primary focus. Under operation, however, the
oxygen chemical potential gradient also induces cation transport across the membrane.
Although cation diffusion is generally slow, degradation processes rate determined by
cation transport, such as kinetic demixing and decomposition (into new phases) as well as
morphological instability (“chemical creep”, “walk-out”) [1, 2] in principle determine the
membrane durability and need accordingly to be addressed.
La2NiO4+ (LNO) exhibits high mixed oxide ion and p-type electronic conductivity and
represents, as such, a promising candidate for oxygen gas separation membranes [3-11].
Accordingly, the transport properties and the relation to the structure of undoped and
doped LNO have been subject of extensive investigations. LNO crystallises according to a
tetragonal unit cell with space group I4/mmm, above 150 °C in a layered structure where
perovskite LaNiO3 layers alternate with rock salt LaO layers along the c-axis. LNO is
renowned to have large oxygen hyper-stoichiometry (), reaching as high as  = 0.25.
Oxygen excess (interstitials, Oi// ) compensated by electron holes ( h • , representing mainly
Ni3+) are majority defects in LNO.
Cation diffusion in ternary oxides can be characterised and quantified by techniques
comprising solid state reaction (SSR) [12-14], tracer diffusion [15] and inter-diffusion
[16]. To the best of our knowledge there were no data on the cation diffusion in LNO until
our effort to reach a basis for a firm evaluation of the long term durability of LNO by
utilizing these techniques. In the present work we aim to characterise cation diffusion in
LNO by means of Pr, Nd and Co chemical (impurity) tracer annealing followed by depth
profiling with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS).

2. Experimental
LNO powder was manufactured by spray pyrolysis followed by calcination at 800 °C and
ball milling (CerPoTech, Norway). A polyacrylate binder (Paraloid B-60 and B-72, Kall–
Nor AS, Norway) was added to the powder which was then uniaxially cold-pressed at 200
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MPa in a cylindrical die of diameter 13 mm. Sintering at 1350 °C for 4 hours yielded
ceramic discs with a relative densities >98%. These were mounted into a dissolvable resin
(Demotec 33, Demotec, Germany), ground using Al2O3 grinding paper, and finally
polished down to 1/4 μm using diamond abrasive (DP-spray P, Struers, Denmark).
The microstructure was studied by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Quanta FEG
200, FEI), and the grain size was measured by means of Electron Backscatter Diffraction
(EBSD) (camera CD-200 Nordiff, EDAX software, Orientation Imaging Microscopy v5
Analysis 5.2). The composition of the samples was analysed by Energy-dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX) (Ametek EDAX, EDX, GENESIS Spectrum Ver. 5.11 software).
As Pr, Nd and Co sources, a few droplets of 0.05M water solution of the respective nitrate
were applied on the polished LNO surface, and the discs were heated at 120 °C to
evaporate the solvent. Relatively uniform, 1-2 m thick surface layers of the nitrates were
formed. For some samples, Co tracer was applied by Atomic Layer Chemical Vapour
Deposition (ALCVD) (“F-120 Sat” reactor (ASM Microchemistry)) forming thin (~100
nm) dense films of CoOx. Procedures for Co-ALCVD can be found elsewhere [17].
Choosing Pr, Nd and Co as chemical (impurity) tracers in this experiment was due to their
similar ionic radii and similar valence under the specific reaction conditions; r(Pr3+) =
112.6 pm and r(Nd3+) = 110.9 pm compared to r(La3+) = 116 pm, all 8-coordinated; and 6coordinated r(Co2+) = 65 pm, r(Co3+) = 54.5 pm compared to r(Ni2+) = 69 pm and r(Ni3+) =
56 pm, respectively (according to Shannon [18]).
Two sets of annealing were performed. In the first set the diffusion annealing was
performed in ambient air at 950, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1275 and 1350 °C, at each temperature
for 10, 5, 3, 1 and 0.2 hours with Pr and Co tracers (Co tracer applied by ALCVD). In the
second set the annealing was performed with Pr, Nd and Co tracers, also in air, but for
longer periods; 50, 40, 30 and 20 hours at 950, 1100, 1200 and 1300 °C, respectively. Fast
heating and cooling rates, 800 °Ch-1 were used to avoid uncertainties introduced from
diffusion during the temperature ramping. Moreover, to determine possible effects of pO2
on the diffusion, some samples were annealed in argon and in intermediate pO2 (5.5 × 10-3
atm O2) obtained by mixing oxygen with argon.
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As surface roughness may cause uncertainties in deconvolution of the profiles, the residual
chemical tracer layers were removed by lightly polishing the surface, controlled by
checking the surface with optical microscope and cross-section with SEM.
The concentrations of the Pr, Nd and Co tracers along with the host metals La and Ni in the
depth-profiles were measured by SIMS using a CAMECA IMS7f micro-analyser. 10 keV
O2+ ions were used as a primary beam rastered over a surface area of 150 × 150 μm, where
the secondary ions were collected from the central 32 μm of the craters using an optical
gate. In addition, electronic gating (80%) was also applied in order to reinforce the optical
gate. Crater depths were measured with a Dektak 8 stylus profilometer, and the erosion rate
was assumed to be constant when converting sputtering time to sample depth. The crater
profiles revealed uniform crater bottoms more than 90 and 80 μm wide for crater depths
above 30 and 45 μm, respectively. Moreover, some samples were examined by a variable
electronic gating possibility of the Cameca IMS7f. When applying a 94% gating, i.e.,
excluding 94% of the image and extracting data from the central 6% of the examined
region, the obtained profiles confirmed previous measurements with a lower restriction on
the electronic gating.
Evolution of SIMS profiles for Pr and Co chemical tracers as a function of temperature for
different annealing times are displayed in Figure 1a (Pr) and b (Co). The initial steep part
of the concentration profiles is due to the drop in tracer concentration at the surface, and
irregularities that appear in some of the profiles in the same region may come from surface
and instrument artefacts. Anyhow, this part does not influence significantly the estimation
of the diffusion coefficient, which is based on the deeper parts of the profiles. The SIMS
signal intensity of each element is proportional to its concentration, and the depth is
calculated from the crater profiles (Figure 2a and b).
Figure 3 shows the logarithm of the Nd signal intensity (proportional to the concentration),
normalised towards the La intensity, as a function of the square of the depth, x2. Figure 4a
and b present the log of the Co signal intensity normalised with respect to the Ni matrix
signal as a function of x2 in the outer region, and x6/5 in the deep region, respectively, in
order to estimate bulk and grain boundary diffusion coefficients from the obtained slopes.
Note that these are the same data as plotted over the entire profile in Figure 1.
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Cross-sections of some samples were mapped by Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA)
(Cameca SX100) for tracer distribution, in order to visualise diffusion paths.
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Figure 1. (a.) Pr and (b.) Co chemical (impurity) tracers depth profile evolution, after annealing at 950,
1100, 1200 and 1300 °C for 50, 40, 30 and 20 hours, respectively.
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Figure 2. Crater depth profiles after ion sputtering samples with Nd (a.) and Co (b.) chemical tracers.
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Figure 3. Depth profiles for Nd tracer in LNO and extracted fitting for the bulk (log (INd/ILa) versus x2)
diffusion, for the sample annealed at 1300 °C for 20 hours.
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Figure 4. Depth profile for Co tracer in LNO for the sample annealed at 1200 °C for 30 hours. The
data are the same as shown as one graph in Fig. 3b, but here plotted in two regions for extraction of
(a.) the bulk diffusion coefficient (log (ICo/INi) versus x2) and (b.) the grain boundary diffusion
coefficient (log (ICo/INi) versus x6/5).
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Qualitative overview of experimental results
Figure 5 shows the SEM image of a cross-sectional fracture of a sintered LNO sample. No
open porosity is observed, and ‘false grain boundary diffusion’ caused by open porosity
[19] can be excluded. The average grain size after sintering is ~10 m, as determined from
the EBSD micrograph in Figure 6 and corrected for the flat plane observation by a factor of
1.35. The grain size was observed to increase by 20 – 30 % during the diffusion annealing
at the highest temperatures.

Figure 5. SEM image of a fracture surface, showing microstructure of the sample interior.

Due to the polycrystalline nature of the LNO samples, both bulk and grain boundaries
contribute as modes of transport. Nevertheless, the depth profiles of the Pr and Nd
chemical tracers show only one broad region that corresponds to simultaneous bulk and
grain boundary diffusion (cf. Figure 1a). This is in contrast to the Co depth profiles where
two regions are clearly distinguishable (cf. Figure 1b): The near-surface sharp decrease in
the diffusant signal represents the short penetration depth via grain interior diffusion and
the tail-like deeper penetration where the concentration decreases less steeply reflects
transport along grain boundaries.
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Figure 6. EBSD micrograph of a polished surface of sintered LNO. The black spots are areas that
EBSD could not characterise. The straight lines are marks from polishing. Observed average grain size
is ~10 m.

Figure 7 shows an EPMA cross-sectional tracer mapping of the region close to the surface
of samples coated with Pr (a) and Co (b) after annealing at 1350 °C for 20 and 5 hours,
respectively. High intensity signal of the Pr tracer is observed only near the surface of the
sample in Figure 7a, while that of Co appears also deeper into the bulk material with a
pattern that reflects essentially the grain boundaries of the material, Figure 7b. Both these
observations are in qualitative agreement with the conclusions above based on the depth
profiles from SIMS.

a.

b.

Figure 7. EPMA maps of Pr (a.) and Co (b.) chemical tracers, annealed for 20 and 5 hours at 1350 °C,
respectively.
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3.2 Analysis and interpretation of SIMS profiles

Cation transport in a polycrystalline material can be represented by the so-called effective
diffusion coefficient, Deff defined by Hart [20] as
Deff = gDGB + (1 − g ) DB

1

Deff represents, as such, the apparent diffusion coefficient, while DGB and DB are the grain
boundary and bulk diffusion coefficients, respectively [21]. g is given by the volume
fraction of grain boundaries in the polycrystal [22]:
g ≈3

w
d

2

where w is the grain boundary width and d is the grain diameter. Harrison differentiated
[23], depending on the relative influence of grain interior and grain boundary diffusion,
between “A”-, “B”- and “C”-type kinetic regimes. These three regimes result in different
typical SIMS profiles of in-diffusing elements, such as for the chemical tracers in this work
[23, 24]. In an “A”-type regime the inward penetration depth of the diffusant is
considerably larger than the grain size resulting in essentially uniform in-diffusion. “B”type regime covers situations where diffusion along grain boundaries is enhanced as
compared to bulk of the material, whereas “C”-type diffusion reflects the rare case of pure
grain boundary diffusion.
Different mathematical treatments are required to derive diffusion coefficients from
profiles of the three regimes. Since under the “A”-type regime a homogenous diffusion
front results, the concentration profiles follow solutions of Fick’s second law [25]. Under
the boundary conditions for a thin-film source, the concentration of the diffusant at
position x at time t, C(x,t) is then given as:

C ( x, t ) = C0 (t )exp(−

x2
)
4 Dt

3

where D here represents Deff, which is essentially equal to DB for the “A”-type kinetic. C0
is the surface concentration of the diffusant. For “B”-type kinetics, the full mathematical
solution becomes complex. One usually divides the concentration depth profile graphically
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into the outer shallow part where the lateral concentration is essentially uniform and treats
this part similarly as for “A”-type. The tail-like deeper penetration that represents a
combination of in-diffusion along the grain boundaries and lateral leakage from the
boundaries into the grains, can be approximated by Whipple-Le Claire’s equation [23, 26]

swDGB = 0.3292

Deff ∂logC − 5 3
(−
)
t
∂x 6 5

4

where s is the segregation factor, t is annealing time and x is penetration depth. Now
turning back to the depth profiles (representative examples are shown in Figure 1), the Lasite (Pr and Nd) profiles yield only one region and represents as such “A”-type kinetics.
The Ni-site (Co) profiles include the two regions typical for “B”-type kinetics. According
to Eqs. 3 and 4, bulk and grain boundary diffusion coefficients can be estimated from the
slopes obtained by plotting the logarithm of SIMS signal intensity (proportional to the
concentration) as a function of x2 and x6/5, respectively (cf. Figures 3 and 4).
The diffusion coefficients extracted from the fitting, under the assumption that the grain
boundary width w is 1 nm and s is unity, are presented in Table 1 and plotted in Arrhenius
representations in Figure 8. From these, the diffusion coefficients for the different elements
and transport modes in LNO can be represented as in the following.
For La site bulk diffusion, Fig. 8a, we have:
DPr1st (cm2 /s) = 10− 5.6 ± 0.6 exp(−

178 ± 17kJ/mol
)
RT
147 ± 15kJ/mol
)
RT

6

167 ± 13kJ/mol
)
RT

7

DPr2 nd (cm2 /s) = 10− 6.3± 0.4 exp(−

DNd (cm2 /s) = 10− 5.7 ± 0.4 exp(−

5

where R is the gas constant and T the absolute temperature. These show reasonable
consistency with respect to magnitude and within the statistical errors also with respect to
pre-exponential factor and activation energy. It is evident that Pr and Nd diffusivities are
similar and we arrive at an average activation energy for La-site bulk diffusion of 165 ± 15
kJ/mol.
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For Ni-site diffusion of Co as diffusant we have, for annealing in air, Figs. 8b and c:
1st
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 10−1.5± 0.9 exp(−
B

299 ± 24kJ/mol
)
RT

8

2nd
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 10−1.7 ± 0.4 exp(−
B

290 ± 12kJ/mol
)
RT

9

1st
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 106.4 ± 0.4 exp(−
GB

402 ± 10kJ/mol
)
RT

10

2nd
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 104.9 ± 0.4 exp(−
GB

360 ± 23kJ/mol
)
RT

11

We assign average apparent activation energies of 295±15 kJ/mol and 380±20 kJ/mol for
diffusion of Co tracers in bulk and grain boundaries, respectively, presumably on Ni-site.
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Table 1. The bulk and grain boundary diffusion coefficients and the critical parameters  and  for
59

Co,

141

Pr, and 144Nd chemical (impurity) tracers.

T (K)
59

Co

DB (cm2 s-1)
st

DGB (cm2 s-1)
st

nd

1 set

0.0063

132.63

2 set

1223

7.98 × 10

-15

1273

1.39 × 10

-14

-

0.0065

33.46

1373

1.09 × 10-13

1.41 × 10-13

9.68 × 10-10

1.48 × 10-09

0.0033

165.16

1473

5.29 × 10-13

1.13 × 10-12

1.77 × 10-08

2.57 × 10-08

0.0029

240.78

1548

1.64 × 10

-

0.0025

269.17

-

-

0.00035

33.09

-12

7.26 × 10

 (1st)

nd

1 set

2 set

 (1st)

-

-

1623

1.51 × 10-11

1.60 × 10

-11

6.71 × 10

-11

5.61 × 10

3.67 × 10

1573

-15

-12

-08

-

5.76 × 10-11

1.25 × 10

2.39 × 10-07

-

-07

Pr

1st set

2 set

1223

4.12 × 10-14

2.33 × 10-13

-

-

-

-

1273

1.49 × 10

-13

-

1373

5.84 × 10

-13

1473

9.78 × 10

-13

1548

3.12 × 10-12

1573

3.35 × 10-12

1623

4.12 × 10

141

nd

-14

-

-

-

-

7.98 × 10

-13

-

-

-

-

2.44 × 10

-12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.78 × 10-12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

144

Nd

1223

1.72 × 10-13

1373

7.29 × 10

-

-

-

-

-

1473

2.38 × 10-12

-

-

-

-

-

1573

6.73 × 10

-

-

-

-

-
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Figure 8. The diffusion coefficients of (a.) bulk Pr (1st and 2nd set) and Nd, and (b.) bulk, (c.) grain
boundary and (d.) effective Co (1st and 2nd set) chemical tracers in LNO annealed in air.

The data show consistently higher diffusivities, higher pre-exponentials, and higher
activation energies for grain boundary diffusion as compared to bulk, and for Ni-site bulk
diffusion as compared to La-site bulk diffusion of Pr and Nd. These trends are all the same
as established also by inter-diffusion experiments [27].
From DB and DGB, critical values  and  can be calculated using the following equations

=

=
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 and  represent the ratio of the bulk and grain boundary diffusion to the apparent,
effective diffusion coefficient, respectively and they are also presented in Table 1.  values
larger than 10 are required to apply Eq. 4 (Whipple-Le Claire) for the determination of DGB
[23] – a criterion met within the present experimental window.
The effective diffusion coefficient (Eq. 1) for the Co chemical tracer can in the present
experimental window and for a grain size of 10 μm be approximated by (Fig. 8d):
1st
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 102.5 ± 0.4 exp(−
eff

383 ± 10kJ/mol
),
RT

14

2nd
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 101.5 ± 0.4 exp(−
eff

351 ± 22kJ/mol
),
RT

15

Effects of the oxygen partial pressure (pO2) on the Co chemical (impurity) tracer diffusion
coefficient were investigated at 1100 °C by annealing in Ar (pO2 ~10 ppm), air, and in the
intermediate pO2 (5.5 × 10-3 atm O2). The pressure dependences for the bulk and grain
boundary coefficients are presented in Figures 9 and 10, which, moreover, compare the
temperature dependences in Ar and air in the temperature range 1000 to 1350 °C. The
functional oxygen pressure dependence is essentially the same for both bulk and grain
boundary transport and does not seem to change within the present temperature window.
The diffusion coefficients are roughly proportional to pO2-1/5.6 for bulk diffusion and
pO2-1/5.0 for grain boundary diffusion. This is the opposite sign of the slope of what is
expected for diffusion by cation vacancies. Thus, it may be that cation interstitials are in
fact involved as the mobile species, or as limiting part of a complex jump mechanism
involving more than one defect, as proposed by De Souza et al. [28]. It may be noted that
the predominance of the vacancy mechanism is indeed confirmed in our inter-diffusion
experiment by formation of the Kirkendall porosity [27]. Another possibility is that the
unexpected pO2-dependency may reflect an effect of the reduction in oxidation state and
less covalent bonding of the Co diffusant as pO2 decreases, or it may reflect a steric effect
on cation vacancy mobility by the changing oxygen excess and lattice parameters of the
oxide.
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Figure 9. pO2 dependency of the Co chemical tracer diffusion into LNO. The samples with the Co
tracer were annealed in air, intermediate pO2 and in argon, at 1100 °C.
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Figure 10. Comparison between diffusion coefficients of Co chemical (impurity) tracer annealed in air
and argon.

3.3 Comparison with data from literature

Although cation diffusion is important to the overall durability of oxidic membranes, there
is surprisingly little data and fundamental studies of these transport phenomena. In Figure
11 we compare data for cation diffusion on ternary oxides. There is so far only one other
study of cation diffusion in K2NiF4-type materials: Palcut et al. [41] showed by SSR
between La2O3 and CoO at 1300 °C that growth of La2CoO4 is determined by Co diffusion
across the product layer. This coincides with observation from our SSR investigations for
LNO [29] and Ni and Co diffusivity in these two K2NiF4-type materials were of similar
magnitude. In a comparison of K2NiF4-type perovskite-related materials with ABO3
perovskites we first notice that Palcut et al. [41] observed rather similar Co diffusivities in
LaCoO3 as encountered here for LNO. Unfortunately, there are no data on cation diffusion
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in LaNiO3. Anyhow, in ABO3 perovskite materials, the B-site cation is most commonly
encountered as the faster moving ion, except for LaCrO3 [14]. When comparing the
activation energies for cation diffusion in the LNO system from the present study with
those for the ABO3 perovskites, we find that they exhibit similar values. In comparison
with a number of rare-earth manganites [30], cobaltites [41] and ferrites [33] as well as
perovskites (cf. Figure 11), the magnitude of the diffusivities of Pr, Nd and Co chemical
tracers in LNO are on the high side.
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Figure 11. Values for the diffusion coefficient of Co and Pr chemical (impurity) tracers compared with
data for cation diffusion coefficients of various perovskite and perovskite-related materials from the
literature.
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3.4 Analysis of bulk diffusion

From Figures 8a and b we may notice that the bulk diffusivities for La- and Ni-site are of
similar magnitude. However, although similar in diffusivity, the activation energies for
diffusion coefficients of the chemical tracers in the bulk are rather low. This is particularly
so, if the experimental values from these data should represent both formation and
migration enthalpies of the La and Ni vacancies. One may speculate that this may reflect a
correlation in the attempt jump frequency, different defect chemistries, or statistical
uncertainty in the measurements. Going into detail on the differences on the La- and Nisite diffusion data for this system, one should also note the ~4 orders of magnitude
difference between pre-exponentials (the same behaviour was observed in our interdiffusion experiment [27]).
Next, we will consider vacancy concentration. Based on experimental and computational
thermodynamic parameters for the defect reactions (anti-Frenkel disorder, oxygen
intercalation, i.e., oxidation, and Schottky disorder [42, 43, 44]) the energy of formation of
cation vacancies is estimated to be in the order of ~350 kJ/mol (per defect). The literature
values for the energy of migration of A-site cations are similarly high (in order of > 400
kJ/mol [16, 28, 45]). Our experimentally obtained small activation energy for the La-site
then suggests that the concentration of the La-site defects (normally presumed to be
vacancies) is essentially constant. In contrast, our higher activation energies for Ni-site
bulk diffusion suggest that Ni-sites activation energy may comprise both enthalpy terms –
for formation and migration of defects, i.e., that the defect concentration equilibrates.
Equilibration of defects requires creation (or annihilation) of new unit cells, so one my
anticipate formation of secondary phase segregation along grain boundaries. Such a
difference in defect chemistry (frozen versus equilibrium) would explain the orders of
magnitude difference between the pre-exponentials of the La- and Ni-site diffusivities.
4.3 Analysis of grain boundary diffusion

Now turning to grain boundary diffusion of the Co chemical tracer, which activation
energy is considerably higher than the bulk values, which is rather counter-intuitive.
However, such high activation energies for grain boundary diffusion have also been
observed by Waller et al. [46] for Mn diffusion in YSZ and by Kilo et al. [47] for Ca, Y
and Zr in Ca and Y doped zirconia. It was speculated that the mixed oxidation state of the
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respective cations and/or the formation of a secondary inter-granular phase caused this
behaviour.
We may in any case suggest that because of equilibration of Ni-site defects, the high
activation energy of the grain boundary diffusion coefficients may contain enthalpies of
both formation and migration of the defects.

4. Concluding remarks
Pr, Nd and Co chemical (impurity) diffusion was studied in polycrystalline LNO by
annealing in the temperature range from 950 to 1350 °C for durations from 0.2 to 50 hours.
Depth profiles of the chemical tracer concentration were determined by means of SIMS.
From the shape of the concentration profiles and supported by EPMA mapping, the Laand Ni-site tracer diffusion in LNO were according to the Harrison’s classification
concluded to follow “A”-type (Pr and Nd), i.e., bulk diffusion and “B”-type (Co) diffusion
kinetics, i.e., enhanced grain boundary diffusion. Consequently, only the bulk (effective)
diffusion coefficient could be determined for Pr and Nd, whereas for Co, both bulk and
grain boundary diffusion coefficients could be extracted from the measurements.
The determined average apparent activation energies for the respective processes are
165±15 kJ/mol for La-site bulk diffusion, 295±15 kJ/mol for Ni-site bulk diffusion, and
380±20 kJ/mol for Ni-site grain boundary diffusion. The rather low activation energies for
the bulk diffusion for the Pr and Nd chemical tracers are suggested to be due to the
constant concentration of La-site vacancies, i.e., the activation energy for the Li-site bulk
diffusion coefficient reflects the enthalpy of migration only. It is suggested that the
concentration of Ni-site vacancies is equilibrated through enhanced grain boundary
transport, with segregation of secondary phases along grain boundaries. This may explain
the higher activation enthalpies and orders of magnitude higher pre-exponentials especially
for grain boundary diffusion, but also bulk diffusivity on the Ni-site.
Overall, the results obtained in this work on the chemical tracers, are comparable with our
results from SSR and inter-diffusion techniques [27, 29].
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Abstract
A dense ceramic La2NiO4+δ membrane was annealed under an oxygen potential difference


O2

between flowing O2 and Ar at 1000 °C for 800 h. The membrane was afterwards

analysed by means of SEM, EPMA, XPS and XRD. SEM and XPS analyses showed that
NiO was segregated and randomly spread as new decomposition phase on the high pO2
side. Pores had formed on the low pO2 side without detectable phase change. The critical


O2

to initialise the decomposition of the LNO membrane was derived and expressed by

kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. Based on the calculated critical 

O2

and the

observed experimental results, the ratio of effective diffusivities DLa/DNi in the ceramic
material at 1000 °C was estimated to be slightly lower than 0.5. The oxygen flux remained
mainly constant after an initial decrease during the annealing. Results from this work are in
good agreement with our findings on cation diffusivity in La2NiO4+δ material obtained by
solid state reaction, chemical tracer diffusion and inter-diffusion.
Keywords: La2NiO4+δ; kinetic decomposition; cation diffusion; oxygen potential gradient.
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1. Introduction
Lanthanum nickelate, La2NiO4+ (LNO), as the first member in Ruddlesden-Popper’s (RP)
series (An+1BnO3n+1), is a mixed oxide ion and electron hole conductor with K2NiF4-type
structure, and has attracted a lot of interests for its potential applications as cathodes of
solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) at intermediate temperatures and as oxygen separation
membranes at high temperatures.1-4
LNO transport properties and structure have been extensively studied for undoped and
doped systems.5-17 LNO crystallizes in tetragonal structure at temperatures above 150 °C,
which can be visualised as layers of rock-salt (LaO) and perovskite (LaNiO3) alternating
along the c-axis,11 or as stacking of La2O2 double layers and NiO2 sheets.18
The undoped LNO was reported to exhibit a high oxygen flux.19 Under practical operating
conditions involving large oxygen potential gradients and temperatures of typically 1000
°C, oxygen is transported through LNO membrane via oxygen interstitials charge
compensated by a simultaneous flow of electron holes. Structurally, oxygen interstitials are
transported through rock-salt layer, while electron holes are formed in the perovskite layer
as Ni3+.20 The oxygen potential gradient across the membrane not only drives oxygen
transport, but also induces an opposite cation potential gradient and causes a movement of
cations in the opposite direction than oxygen, i.e., they are moving towards the side with
higher pO2.21-23 This can cause a membrane “walkout” (chemical creep, crystal shift) after
a period of operation. Moreover, different diffusivities of cations may cause an initially
homogeneous oxide to demix (e.g. Co1-MgO),24 or decompose (e.g. Ni2SiO4)25 when the
phase boundary is exceeded. This can cause a severe threat to materials’ stability and
lifetime when it comes to applications at high temperatures.21-23 LNO can stand a
considerable range of oxygen partial pressures at high temperatures when there is no
oxygen gradient. However, the LNO stability has not been explored in an oxygen potential
gradient at high temperatures to the best of our knowledge. Here we perform a long-term
annealing in such a gradient and discuss the results in view of our earlier investigations on
cation diffusion in LNO by solid state reaction (SSR), chemical tracer diffusion, and interdiffusion.26-28
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2. Experimental
The LNO powder was obtained from CerPoTech, Norway, who had prepared it by spray
pyrolysis followed by calcination at 800 °C. The single phase of LNO powder was
confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). A polyacrylate binder was added to the powder and
a disk pressed uniaxially in a 25 mm cylindrical die at ~120 MPa. After sintering at 1350
°C for 4 h, the obtained relative density was higher than 98%. The disk was then ground
using Al2O3 paper and polished down to 1/4 m on both sides, using diamond abrasive
with suitable lubricants (DP-Lubricant Green/Red, Struers, Denmark). The final thickness
of the disk was 0.9 mm.
The disk was mounted in a ProboStatTM sample holder cell (NorECs, Norway)
(schematically presented in Figure 1) and enclosed with an outer quartz tube. A gold
gasket was used for sealing the disk as a membrane to the alumina support tube at 1058 °C
using the cell’s spring load system. The temperature was controlled using a type S
thermocouple in the vicinity of the membrane. The gases were supplied directly to the
membrane surfaces using the gas supply system of the ProboStatTM cell. The sealing
process was monitored by feeding the two sides of the membrane with He and Ar gases
and monitoring the outlets using a Balzers QMG 421 quadrupole mass spectrometer (MS)
with a secondary electron multiplier detector. When the sealing was satisfactory, the
temperature was lowered rapidly to 1000 °C. At this temperature, the LNO membrane was
annealed for 800 h under an oxygen gradient between flowing O2 and flowing Ar.
After annealing the LNO membrane was examined by means of Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) (Quanta FEG 200, FEI) with EDAX Energy-dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX) (Ametek EDAX), Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA) (Cameca
SX100), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) (Kratos Axis UltraDLD) and XRD.
The EPMA instrument had a 15 kV 20 nA focused electron beam and 5 wavelengthdispersive spectrometers. Counting time per peak was 20 s plus 10 s on the background at
each side of the peak. The calibration standards used were synthetic LaPO4 for La L and
NiO for Ni K . Before the EPMA measurement, the LNO membrane was mounted in
epoxy resin and cut perpendicular to the surfaces. The cross-section of the membrane was
analysed by 3 different line scans perpendicular to the membrane surface in the immediate
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vicinity of the surfaces at each side of the membrane and in length of around 10 m from
the surfaces. The composition was measured approximately every 0.5 m.
Outer quartz
tube
Feed gas tube
(high pO2)

Outer chamber
O2
Thermocouple

Sample
Sealing
(gold) gasket

Inner chamber
Ar
Support
alumina
tube

Sweep gas tube
(low pO2)

Gas
inlet

Spring load
system

Gas
outlet

Figure 1. The scheme of the ProboStatTM setup for the decomposition experiment. The LNO
membrane and gold gasket are located between the spring load system and the alumina support tube.

XPS spectra were recorded using monochromatic Al K X-ray radiation. The analyser pass
energy was set to 40 eV, giving a resolution of 0.68 eV as determined by the full width at
half maximum of the Ag 3d5/2 peak of pure silver. The energy scale was calibrated to better
than 0.05 eV based on standard binding energy values for Au 4f7/2, Ag 3d5/2 and Cu 2p3/2.29
The base pressure during the analyses was below 8 × 10-7 Pa.
In order to see more clear effect of the decomposition, EPMA and XPS measurements
were also performed on a sample without annealing under an oxygen gradient (reference
sample).
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3. Results
The SEM image of the polished membrane surface before annealing is shown in Figure 2.
Figures 3 and 4 present high and low pO2 sides of the LNO membrane, respectively, after
annealing under an O2-Ar gradient. Spots of darker contrast at the backscattered image
(lighter elemental composition) have seemingly appeared from the bulk on the high pO2
side (Figure 3), while only pores can be observed on the low pO2 side (Figure 4). By
comparing EDX analysis of dark spots at the backscattered image with that of the rest of
the sample (see Figure 5), it can be concluded that they are NiO. The particles of the new
(NiO) segregated phase are randomly spread at the whole high pO2 surface. Moreover,
SEM investigation of the cross-section of the broken membrane after annealing does not
show any phase segregation in the bulk material (cf. Figure 6).

Figure 2. SEM micrograph of the polished membrane surface before annealing.
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Figure 3. SEM backscattered image of the high pO2 side of the LNO membrane after annealing at 1000
°C for 800 h. Dark spots represent the decomposition product (NiO).

Figure 4. SEM backscattered image of the low pO2 side of the LNO membrane after annealing at 1000
°C for 800 h. No phase change was detected at the low pO2 side.
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Figure 5. Comparison of EDX spectra between regions with dark colour at the backscattered image
(red spectra) and the rest of the LNO membrane (colourless spectra) from Figure 3. The detected
traces of Pt at the high pO2 side of the membrane may be from the spring load system.

Figure 6. SEM backscattered image of the cross-section of broken LNO membrane, after annealing at
1000 °C for 800 h. No phase segregation was observed.

XPS spectra can be used to analyse the Ni concentration on the surface after the signal was
normalised on La4d peak area with Shirley background subtraction. It confirms our
findings from EDX analysis. Figure 7 shows the increase in binding energy of the Ni3p
peak for the high pO2 side of the LNO membrane, indicating the increasing Ni
concentration. The high peak next to the Ni3p peak is Pt4f, showing traces of platinum on
the high pO2 side, which may originate from our spring load system connected and
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fastened by platinum. Since no higher order RP phases were observed by XRD
measurements of the annealed sample (Figure 8), we can exclude the catalytic effect of Pt
on oxidizing LNO in this work, as found by Sayers et al.30 Furthermore, such catalytic
effect only happens in the case of direct contact between LNO and Pt, which is not our
case. Therefore, the Pt contamination would most probably take place after the annealing
measurement.

Intensity / arbitrary units

Reference sample
Low pO2 side
High pO2 side

85

80

75

70

65

Binding energy / eV

Figure 7. XPS spectra, indicating an increase in Ni concentration on the high pO2 side, as compared to
the low pO2 side and the reference sample. Signals are normalised after La4d peak area with Shirley
background subtraction.
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Figure 8. XRD pattern of the LNO membrane (high pO2 side) after annealing at 1000 °C for 800 h.

The La concentration was also analysed in a similar way and the obtained spectra show
that the high pO2 side has less La than the low pO2 side and the reference sample. As far as
the low pO2 side is concerned, neither XPS nor EDX shows any significant change in the
concentration of both La and Ni on the surface.
The EPMA line scans of the LNO membrane cross-section in the immediate vicinity of
both the high and low pO2 sides are plotted in Figures 9 and 10. As compared to the
reference sample and considering the detection limit, the concentration of both La and Ni
does not show any variation in the bulk, indicating that no significant kinetic demixing
occurs during the annealing. Therefore, the following discussion will mainly limit itself to
kinetic decomposition of the LNO membrane.
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Figure 9. Atomic fraction of La and Ni among total cations versus depth on the high pO2 side
determined by EPMA.
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Figure 10. Atomic fraction of La and Ni among total cations versus depth on the low pO2 side
determined by EPMA.

4. Discussion
When an isothermal oxygen potential gradient is applied to the LNO membrane, it induces
oppositely directed gradients in the chemical potentials of cations. As a result, the cations
are transported in the direction of the high pO2 side. Figure 11 schematically demonstrates
the direction of fluxes and the shift of the LNO membrane after exposure to the oxygen
potential gradient.
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O i//

h•
high
pO2

La 3+

low
pO2

Ni 2 +
vM

v

Figure 11. Fluxes of cations, La3+and Ni2+, cation vacancies vM, oxygen interstitials, Oi//, electron holes,
h , and shift  of the crystal surface when exposed to an oxygen potential gradient.

By applying the thermodynamics of kinetic decomposition developed by Schmalzried et
al.,24 the mathematical expression of decomposition with respect to temperature,
diffusivities of cations, and thermodynamic parameters can be derived for the LNO system,
and consequently the critical oxygen potential differences to initialise the decomposition at
certain temperature can be calculated.
The mathematical models for kinetic decomposition were mainly developed for and
applied to systems where the oxygen lattice is regarded as immobile,21,31 i.e., oxide ions are
slower than the cations. However, the treatment also applies to, and has been applied to
oxides32 in which the oxide ions are faster than the cations, and we do the same here.
The driving forces governing the motion of cations are the gradients of their
electrochemical potentials,

i

=

i

+ zi Fϕ , where μi is the chemical potential, zi the charge

number, F Faraday’s constant, and ϕ the electric potential. The fluxes for cations (Ni2+
and La3+) in LNO are

j

j

Ni 2 +

=−

cNi DNi
∇
RT

(

Ni 2 +

+ 2 Fϕ

)

1

La 3 +

=−

cLa DLa
∇
RT

(

La 3 +

+ 3 Fϕ

)

2

where c and D are the concentration and diffusivity of cations, respectively, and other
terms have their usual meanings. By assuming the local thermodynamic equilibrium, the
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chemical potential of cations can be written in terms of the chemical potential of neutral
chemical entities and electrons,21,24 leading to

j

j

Ni 2 +

=−

cNi DNi §
¨∇
RT ©

La 3 +

=−

cLa DLa § 1
¨ ∇
RT © 2

NiO

1
− ∇
2

La 2 O 3

O2

·
¸
¹

3
− ∇
4

3

O2

·
¸
¹

4

When steady state is achieved, the two cations will move at the same velocity vs, i.e.:

vs = j

Ni 2 +

cNi = j

La 3+

cLa

5

Based on this condition, Eqs. 3 and 4 can be related and simplified as

DNi ∇

NiO

3
§1
·
= ¨ DNi − DLa ¸∇
2
4
©
¹

O2

1
+ DLa ∇
2

La 2 O 3

6

According to the Gibbs-Duhem relation for the binary NiO-La2O3 system, the chemical
potential gradients of NiO and La2O3 are related through
∇

NiO

= −∇

7

La 2 O 3

With this relation and through integration, Eq. 6 can be transformed to

3 DLa
2 DNi
=

D
2 + La
DNi
1−



NiO

8

O2

The maximum (or critical) 

NiO

that the LNO can withstand without decomposing into

its corresponding binary oxides, can be estimated as


max
NiO

= −GT °(LNO)

9
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where GT °( LNO ) is the standard Gibbs free energy change at the experimental
temperature (T) for the reaction NiO(s) + La 2 O 3 (s) = La 2 NiO 4 (s) .33 Inserting Eq. 9 into
Eq. 8 and introducing oxygen partial pressures, we obtain

§ pO 2 // ·
¸
ln¨¨
/ ¸
© pO 2 ¹

critical

DLa
DNi GT °(LNO)
=−
×
3 DLa
RT
1−
2 DNi

2+

10

where pO2// and pO2/ represent the high and low pO2, respectively.
As can be seen from the above equation, the critical ratio of the oxygen partial pressures
that the LNO membrane can withstand without decomposition depends on both
thermodynamic and kinetic parameters (diffusivities of cations). A graphical representation
of Eq. 10 at 1000 °C is plotted in Figure 12 as a function of the ratio of DLa/DNi. Figure 12
clearly shows that the smaller the ratio of DLa/DNi is (Ni more mobile than La), the smaller
the oxygen partial pressure difference is needed to kinetically initialise the decomposition
of the LNO membrane. In the case of DLa/DNi = 2/3, a decomposition due to the kinetic
reasons is not possible however large the oxygen potential difference applied to the LNO
membrane is. Since NiO was found on the high pO2 side (cf. Figure 3), we must have
DLa/DNi < 2/3 in the LNO system.
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Figure 12. Critical log (pO2///pO2/) versus DLa/DNi at 1000 °C. The dashed line stands for the theoretical
limit ratio, where kinetic decomposition is impossible in the LNO system.

In the present investigation, pure oxygen and argon were used to create the oxygen
potential gradient along the LNO membrane, and thus log (pO2///pO2/) can be approximated
as 5. Without taking into account the surface exchange that leads to a drop in the oxygen
potential, the ratio of DLa/DNi should be smaller than 0.5 to initialise the decomposition
according to Figure 12. This can be partly verified by our previous solid state reaction
between NiO and La2O3,26 in which Ni was determined to be the fastest moving cation in
LNO. However, the SSR can only give the diffusivity of the fastest cation, and DLa and
detailed diffusion mechanisms can not be obtained through such a technique. Considering
the high diffusivity of Ni in ceramic LNO as compared to those of other perovskite-related
oxides,26 it is surprising that no continuous NiO layer was formed on the high pO2 side
after such long-term annealing; instead small particles of NiO were spread over the
surface. This indicates that the difference in mobility between Ni and La at 1000 °C may
not be very big. Similar behaviour was also observed in BaTiO3 due to comparable
diffusivities between two cations.32 Meanwhile, we have not found any La2O3 on the low
pO2 side (cf. Figure 4), which is contradictory to the mass conservative law. To find more
detailed information regarding cation diffusion in the LNO system, impurity Pr, Nd and Co
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tracers have been selected to study transport properties on La- and Ni- sites, respectively.27
The obtained results have revealed that both sites have comparable diffusivities, while Nisite is a little bit faster due to the enhancement by the grain boundary diffusion as
compared to La-site which is dominated by the bulk diffusion. Similar behaviour was also
observed from inter-diffusion measurements.28 Since Ni mainly diffuses through the fast
diffusion path along grain boundaries, the decomposition of the LNO takes place by taking
NiO from the grain boundaries at the low pO2 side, eating LNO from pores growing along
those grain boundaries, and leaving La2O3 along grain boundaries and in the pores, not
detectable by the present experimental techniques. This will have a great influence on the
distribution of oxygen potential as will be discussed below.
Based on the above analyses, the imposed oxygen potential gradient over the LNO
membrane in the present investigation appears to be higher than its critical value – causing
decomposition of the LNO membrane. The decomposition products – NiO and La2O3 –
may take up some of the imposed 

O2

so that the gradient over the LNO decreases, and a

steady state is reached where it stops decomposing. We believe it may be the La2O3
because it may have formed a thin blocking layer on the low pO2 side inside the pores,
while the NiO is not a dense layer. The blocking effect of the La2O3 layer is in accord with
the oxygen fluxes decreasing initially, then stabilizing (as shown in Figure 13) because the
layer stops growing after a while when steady state is achieved.
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Figure 13. Oxygen flux of the LNO membrane versus time when exposed to an oxygen gradient
between O2 and Ar at 1000 °C.

At this point one may ask whether NiO and La2O3 are the expected sole products of
decomposition. There are a few recent reports about long-term stability of LNO, revealing
a decomposition into higher-order RP phases with higher Ni oxidation states, notably
La3Ni2O7- and La4Ni3O10-, at moderate temperatures and high pO2.30,34-36 Moreover, the
stability of RP phases decreases in the order: LNO > La3Ni2O7 > La4Ni3O10 > LaNiO3,
with increasing temperature.34,35,37,38 In accord with this, our work in the present
investigation at relatively high temperatures did not lead to detection of any other phases
than LNO.
The bubble-like pores observed close to the low pO2 side (see Figure 14) are partly due to
the removal of Ni during the decomposition stage and partly due to the shift of the bulk
LNO towards the high pO2 side under the steady state. The bulk movement of the LNO
membrane occurs by the diffusion of Ni and La away from the low pO2 side and
simultaneous release of oxygen to the gas phase. The porosity on the low pO2 side can
cause a great challenge to the stability of LNO in real applications because of the short
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diffusion length, large gradient, and fast migration of cations from pore tips, which may
penetrate the membrane.

Figure 14. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the low pO2 side, showing the formation of
bubble-like porosity in the immediate vicinity of the surface.

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, only very limited experimental results have
been reported on kinetic demixing or decomposition of oxygen separation membranes.
Lein et al.39 annealed La0.5Sr0.5Fe0.5Co0.5O3-δ (LSFC) in an O2/N2 gradient at 1150 °C for
one month. They found similar result as ours: CoO was precipitated on the primary side
(high pO2); No phase separation was found on the secondary side (low pO2); The oxygen
flux was almost unchanged with time after the decrease at the initial stage of annealing, but
no explanation was given. Moreover, kinetic demixing was also observed in the shallow
region near the surfaces due to doping on both sites. In the case of La0.3Sr0.7CoO3-δ,40 only
SrO was observed on the surface of oxygen lean-side (low pO2), and no oxygen flux
variation was noticed during the annealing, which was attributed to the highly porous
nature of the SrO layer. It is surprising that the phase separation in all these cases was
found either on the high pO2 side or the low pO2 side rather than on both sides, indicating
that a secondary phase may be segregated along grain boundaries or inside pores as
suggested in the present investigation.
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5. Conclusions
In this work we investigated effects of exposure of the LNO membrane to an oxygen
gradient (1 atm O2 versus Ar) for 800 h at 1000 °C. On the high pO2 side we observed
formation of NiO, while on the low pO2 side pores were created, but without detectable
formation of La2O3 or other change in composition. The undetected La2O3 was suggested
to remain along the grain boundaries to form a layer offsetting the oxygen gradient, which
is in good agreement with the stable, lower oxygen flux after an initial decrease. Based on
the derived critical Δμ O 2 , it was concluded that the ratio of DLa/DNi should be slightly
smaller than 0.5 to initialise the decomposition of the LNO membrane under the present
experimental window. The decomposition products on either side will eventually retard the
kinetic decomposition, and only steady state “walk-out” will remain. Both this and the
decomposition constitute serious threats to the stability of thin LNO membranes in
practical operations for oxygen separation.
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6. Summary of results and unanswered
questions

In this Chapter, I will summarise the findings from this first comprehensive study of cation
diffusion in LNO. I will start with properties and interpretations that can be evaluated with
reasonable safety. Then I move to more ambiguous data and interpretations and finally the
remaining questions under discussion.
•

According to the experimental work and the discussions of the results in included
papers it can be essentially summarised that: The A-site cation diffusion proceeds
mainly through the bulk.

•

The B-site cation has diffusion enhanced along grain boundaries – typically by 5
orders of magnitude.

•

The B-site cation is thus the fastest moving cation in polycrystalline LNO, with
effective diffusion coefficients typically one to two orders of magnitude above Asite cation diffusion.

•

LNO-based materials exhibit relatively fast cation diffusion as compared with other
perovskite-related materials.

The quantitative results on the cation diffusion coefficients obtained by fitting
experimental data are as follows:
•

Chemical (impurity) tracer diffusion coefficients into LNO (from two sets of
measurements) are:
o

DPr1st (cm2 /s) = 10− 5.6 ± 0.6 exp(−

178 ± 17kJ/mol
)
RT
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•

147 ± 15kJ/mol
)
RT

o

DPr2 nd (cm2 /s) = 10− 6.3± 0.4 exp(−

o

DNd (cm 2 /s) = 10 − 5.7 ± 0.4 exp( −

o

1st
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 10−1.5 ± 0.9 exp(−
B

299 ± 24kJ/mol
)
RT

o

2nd
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 10−1.7 ± 0.4 exp(−
B

290 ± 12kJ/mol
)
RT

o

1st
(cm2 /s) = 106.4 ± 0.4 exp(−
DCo
GB

402 ± 10kJ/mol
)
RT

o

2nd
DCo
(cm2 /s) = 104.9 ± 0.4 exp(−
GB

360 ± 23kJ/mol
)
RT

167 ± 13kJ/mol
)
RT

The average apparent activation energies for Pr and Nd bulk diffusion are 165±15
kJ/mol, for Co bulk diffusion 295±15 kJ/mol, and for Co grain boundary diffusion
380±20 kJ/mol.

•

Inter-diffusion coefficients between LNO/La2CuO4+ and LNO/Nd2NiO4+ diffusion
couples are :
o

DLa Nd (cm 2 /s) = 10 − 2.1± 0.4 exp( −

275 ± 12kJ/mol
)
RT

o

DNi Cu B (cm 2 /s) = 10 4.5 ± 0.6 exp( −

450 ± 20 kJ/mol
)
RT

o

DNi Cu GB (cm 2 /s) = 10 −1.5 ± 0.8 exp(−

135 ± 20kJ/mol
)
RT

Fig. 6.1 presents the abovementioned diffusion coefficients.
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Figure 6.1. Comparison between the diffusion coefficients for the A- and B-site cations in LNO,
obtained by the chemical tracer diffusion and inter-diffusion techniques.

We first notice that bulk diffusivities of A- and B-site cations are quite similar. However,
B-site bulk diffusion seems to have higher activation energies, compensated by higher preexponentials. This may reflect statistical uncertainty in the measurements, a correlation in
the attempt jump frequency, and different defect chemistries. A reason for such difference,
as we suggested in the papers, is that the concentration of A-site vacancies is frozen in
from the high sintering temperature, while the concentration of B-site vacancies to a larger
extent equilibrates through short-circuit paths, e.g. grain boundaries or dislocations.
According to this hypothesis, the activation energy for diffusion of A-site cation would
comprise only the enthalpy of migration, while the activation energy for B-site diffusion
would comprise enthalpies for both creation and migration of defects. As the equilibration
of defects (vacancies) requires creation (or annihilation) of new unit cells, the presence of
secondary phase or segregation along grain boundaries would be expected.
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To continue with grain boundaries issue; from the plot (cf. Figure 6.1) we observe that
grain boundary diffusion for B-site cations is ~5 orders of magnitude higher than bulk. The
higher grain boundary diffusivity of Ni/Cu compared to that of Co tracer is left largely
unexplained at this stage. However, we will later on briefly report that preliminary results
indicate that Cu substitution of LNO increases cation diffusion, so that this may have an
influence also on grain boundary diffusion in Ni/Cu solid solution. Nevertheless, the
activation energies for grain boundary diffusion in Ni/Cu inter-diffusion couples and Co
impurity tracer appear to be similar to or higher than for B-site bulk diffusion.
Overall, the influence of the grain boundary diffusion on B-site cation is evident if we
calculate effective diffusion coefficients and compare it with the A-site bulk diffusion;
such calculated B-site apparent diffusivity is always higher than the A-site bulk in the
experimental temperature range, and its activation energy is dominated by the grain
boundary activation energy, as presented in the Papers.
Now let us move to the solid state reaction (SSR) results. The calculated apparent selfdiffusion coefficients of the Ni2+ ions are presented as the interval between two extreme
cases, determined by the activity of reactant La2O3, at the two interfaces between reaction
layer and reactants, and can be expressed as
−1

o

§
§ ΔG ° · ·
DNi 2+ (cm /s) = kp ¨¨1 − exp¨¨ T ¸¸ ¸¸ aLa 2 O 3
© RT ¹ ¹
©
2

where aLa 2O3 may have value 1 and exp(ΔGT ° / RT ) at the La2O3/LNO and NiO/LNO
interfaces, respectively. It is important to repeat the fact from the Paper III that in the SSR
experiment it is not possible to separate bulk and grain boundary diffusion. However,
based on the above knowledge we now have about B-site diffusion, we may conclude that
the apparent self-diffusion of the Ni2+ ions for a large part reflects grain boundary
diffusion. Figure 6.2 compares bulk diffusion coefficients of A- and B-site cations from
chemical tracer and inter-diffusion experiment with the apparent Ni2+ self-diffusion
coefficient from the SSR study. As expected the diffusion coefficient from the SSR is
higher than the majority of the others, but not very much. We attribute the modest
difference to relatively large grains and hence few grain boundaries in the LNO layers
grown in the SSR experiments.
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Figure 6.2. Comparison of the bulk diffusion coefficients for the A- and B-site cations in LNO,
obtained by the chemical tracer diffusion and inter-diffusion techniques with the apparent selfdiffusion coefficient of Ni2+ from the SSR study.

To verify the results obtained from chemical tracer, inter-diffusion and SSR, we exposed a
LNO membrane to a gradient of pO2 at high temperatures. After long-term annealing, we
observed decomposition, i.e., precipitation of a Ni rich phase (NiO) on the high pO2 side of
membrane. This confirmed our finding that the effectively fastest moving cation in
polycrystalline LNO is Ni2+. Moreover, the absence of a continuous blocking layer and
instead a randomly spread NiO phase at the high pO2 side show that segregation of
secondary phase may have occurred where the grain boundaries were intercepted by the
surface. This indirectly confirmed, once again, the conclusion on dominant fast grain
boundary diffusion of the B-site cation.
After the above conclusions, there are still some open questions that need further attention.
One of those issues is the non-Arrhenius downward bending of the temperature
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dependency of the Ni2+ self-diffusion coefficient at the low experimental temperature
regime. Several options were suggested in Paper III and our primary explanation is that the
concentration of Ni vacancies exhibits a temperature dependency in this lower temperature
range, i.e., concentration of Ni vacancies reaches equilibrium, as in the growing LNO
reaction layer oxygen diffusion has a lower activation energy for diffusion to establish
non-stoichiometry than cation diffusion to grow the layer. At the higher experimental
temperature range Ni vacancies are not in equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere
because the layer now grows fast compared to the oxygen diffusion, which is confirmed by
the pO2 independency of the reaction layer growth at 1350 °C.
The next issue is the higher activation energy for grain boundary diffusion than that of bulk
for B-site cations in the chemical tracer experiment. In the literature there are very few data
the shed light on this phenomenon. Possible explanations comprise temperature dependent
change of oxidation state of the chemical tracer (Co) and segregation of secondary phase
along grain boundaries.
The chemical tracer experiment has one more peculiarity; the pO2 dependency of B-site
cation diffusion in LNO is opposite than expected for diffusion by cation vacancies. In
Paper II we proposed explanations for this phenomenon: interstitial diffusion mechanism,
complex mechanism of diffusion involving more than one defect, change in oxidation state
of the diffusant (impurity tracer) or steric effect due to change in LNO oxygen
stoichiometry. However, this issue requires further investigation beyond the scope of the
possibilities of the present Thesis project.
By comparing the obtained results from this work with cation diffusion of perovskites from
literature, it is evident that cation diffusion in LNO exhibits relatively high values. Such
high diffusivities and walk-out caused by steady state diffusion of cations will create
severe problems for the technological applications of the LNO membranes for oxygen
separation.
In order to stabilise the LNO structure for use in oxygen permeation membranes, some
experiments have been performed with Sr and Cu doped LNO. These experiments are still
under way, but it seems from preliminary analyses that doping in fact increases the
diffusivities of both A- and B-site cations and thus may worsen the degradation from
kinetic decomposition.
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The research work described in this thesis has investigated diffusion of cations and related
degradation phenomena in La2NiO4+ (LNO) as oxygen separation membrane.
Experimental methods used in this research were solid state reaction, chemical (impurity)
tracer and inter-diffusion technique, including decomposition of LNO membrane under a
gradient of pO2.
The obtained results showed that A- and B-site cation diffusion in bulk are of equal
magnitude, and B-site exhibits enhanced diffusion along grain boundaries at temperatures
between 950 and 1450 °C in air atmosphere. The cation diffusivities in LNO are among the
higher for cations in perovskite-related materials reported so far. In order to reduce the
oxygen non-stoichiometry, defect ordering, and phase instability, LNO was doped on Aand B-site with Sr and Cu, respectively. It was of hope that this would not increase cation
diffusivity. Since cation diffusivity was not previously investigated, this study thus started
with the undoped material. Preliminary results on the Sr and Cu doping showed increase of
the diffusivities of A- and B-site cations, but with similar activation energies to those of the
undoped LNO.
The experiment on degradation of LNO membrane showed that decomposition will
eventually stop at certain point due to the establishment of steady state diffusion of cations.
Due to high diffusivities of La and Ni under the pO2 gradient, membrane walk-out is still
inevitable, creating serious threats to the stability of thin LNO membranes in practical
operations for oxygen separation.
As the nominally pure LNO oxygen separation membrane exhibits the highest oxygen
permeation and as our preliminary results with doped LNO show that the dopants actually
enhance cation diffusion, it can be suggested that LNO should be used in technological
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applications as nominally unsubstituted. The lifetime of the LNO oxygen separation
membrane will largely depend on the applied gradient in oxygen potential, so another
suggestion for technological application in order to increase its lifetime would be the
application of nominally pure LNO in relatively small oxygen potential gradients at the
lowest possible temperatures that still facilitate acceptable oxygen separation.
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Appendix I. Derivation for the expression of the concentration of
majority and minority defects in La2NiO4+
As the oxygen interstitials and electron holes are major defects in La2NiO4+ (LNO), two
major defect reactions (the anti-Frenkel and the reaction of oxygen intercalation, i.e.,
oxidation) can be taken as the starting point for the further derivation of defect
concentration
OOx = v•o• + Oi//

8.1

1
O 2(g) = O i// + 2h •
2

8.2

Following the law of mass action, we can write the corresponding equilibrium constants
for Eqs. 8.1 and 8.2
K AF = [v•O• ][Oi// ]
K Ox = [O i// ]p 2 pO 2

8.3
−1 2

8.4

From Eqs. 8.3 and 8.4 and the electroneutrality condition in Eq. 8.5 (below)
2[O i// ] = p

8.5

we can write the following expressions for the concentration of oxygen interstitials,
electron holes and oxygen vacancies
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1
13
16
[O i// ] = ( )1 3 K Ox pO 2
4

8.6

p = 21 3 K Ox pO 2

8.7

1
−1 3
−1 6
[v •O• ] = ( ) −1 3 K AF K Ox pO 2
4

8.8

13

16

If we assume that the creation of the minority defect, i.e., the cation vacancies occurs
through the Schottky disorder, we can write
///
0 = v //Ni + 2v La
+ 4v •O•

8.9

and the corresponding equilibrium constant is
ª [v /// ] º
K S = [v //Ni ]« La »
¬ 2 ¼

2

ª [v •O• ] º
«
»
¬ 4 ¼

4

8.10

If we now assume that for the creation of every Ni vacancy, two La vacancies are created,
Eq. 8.11 (below)
1 //
///
[v Ni ] = [v La
]
2

8.11

the equilibrium constant for the Schottky disorder if we are calculating the Ni vacancies
can be written as

KS =

[v //Ni ]3 [v •O• ]4
24 44

8.12

and from this Eq. 8.12, the concentration of Ni vacancies can be written as
[v //Ni ] = 2 4 K S [v •O• ]− 4 3
13

8.13

If we derive the expression for the La vacancies from Eqs. 8.11 and 8.12 we can write
///
[v La
] = 21 34 4 3 K S [v •O• ]− 4 3
13
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And, finally, if we substitute Eq. 8.8 for the concentration of oxygen vacancies into Eqs.
8.13 and 8.14, the expressions for the concentration of Ni and La vacancies are as follows
1
13
−4 3
49
29
[v //Ni ] = 2 4 ( ) 4 9 K S K AF K Ox pO 2
4

8.15

1
13
−4 3
49
29
///
[v La
] = 21 3 4 4 3 ( ) 4 9 K S K AF K Ox pO 2
4

8.16

We know from thermodynamics that the equilibrium constant can be written as
K = exp(

H °
S °
)
)exp( −
RT
R

8.17

where S° and H° represent the standard entropy and enthalpy, for the corresponding
defect reaction (anti-Frenkel, oxidation and the Schottky disorder). If we now substitute
Eq. 8.17 into Eqs. 8.6, 8.7, 8.8, 8.15 and 8.16, we can express the concentration of oxygen
interstitials, electron holes and vacancies of oxygen, Ni and La as follows
H Ox °
S °
1
16
)
[O i// ] = ( )1 3 pO 2 exp( Ox )exp( −
3RT
3R
4
p = 21 3 pO 2 exp(
16

H Ox °
S Ox °
)
)exp( −
3RT
3R

H AF ° H Ox °
S ° S °
1
−1 6
+
)
[v O// ] = ( ) −1 3 pO 2 exp( AF − Ox )exp( −
R
RT
3RT
3R
4

///
[v La
] = 219 9 pO 2 exp(
29

8.19

8.20

H S ° 4ΔH AF ° 4ΔH Ox °
SS ° 4ΔS AF ° 4ΔS Ox °
−
+
−
+
))
)exp( −(
3RT
3RT
9 RT
3R
3R
9R

8.21

H S ° 4ΔH AF ° 4ΔH Ox °
SS ° 4ΔS AF ° 4ΔS Ox °
−
+
−
+
))
)exp( −(
3RT
3RT
9 RT
3R
3R
9R

8.22

[v //Ni ] = 16 7 9 pO 2 exp(
29

8.18

The corresponding standard entropy and enthalpy values can be found in literature and the
defect concentration can be calculated.
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Appendix II. List of abbreviations
a
A, B

“A”, “B”, “C”

Lattice parameter
Position of atoms (cations) in compounds
with the general formula A2BO4 or ABO3
Harrison’s classification of diffusion
kinetics

B, b (index)

Bulk

B

Mechanical mobility (Beweglichkeit)

c

Concentration

C0

Integration constant

d

Grain diameter, defect

D

Diffusion coefficient

e

Elementary charge

E

Energy, activation energy

F

Driving force, Faraday’s constant

g

Atomic site fraction

GB, gb (index) Grain boundary
G

Gibbs energy

H

Enthalpy

i

Current density

j

Flux density

kB

Boltzmann constant

kp

Parabolic rate constant

K

Equilibrium constant

Ln

Lanthanide elements

M

Transition elements

N, n, x

Molar fractions

NA

Avogadro constant

p

Partial pressure

p

Concentration of electron holes

ppb

Parts per billion

ppm

Parts per million
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8. Appendices
P

Potential

R

Gas constant

S

Entropy

t

Time, transport number

T

Absolute temperature

u

Charge mobility

v

Migration or drift velocity

v

Vacancy

Vm

Molar volume

w

Grain boundary width

X, x

Thickness

x, y, z

Coordinates

z

Species charge



Non-stoichiometry (hyper or hypo)



Geometry factor
Chemical potential



Vibration frequency
Electrochemical potential



Electrical potential
Thermodynamic factor
Conductivity
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